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New in 2020

Dear Readers,
Our dedicated employees at the
Institute for Combustion Engines and
the Center for Mobile Propulsion once
more enabled great research results.
With this review of our year 2020, we
are glad to give you insights in our
facilities and scientific projects.
Please do not hesitate to contact
us for further information and enjoy
reading!
Yours,
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102 ..........................29th Aachen Colloquium
104 ..........................7th mobilEM Colloquium
105 ................8th International Conference
106 ...........................Christmas Celebration

Stefan Pischinger, Head of the Institute for
Combustion Engines and Leading Principal
Investigator of the Center for Mobile Propulsion
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The Institute for
Combustion Engines (VKA)
At the Institute for Combustion Engines
(VKA) and the Center for Mobile Propulsion
(CMP) of RWTH Aachen University, we
conduct research on all topics concerning
the electrified, highly efficient powertrain
under the direction of Prof. Dr.-Ing. (USA)
Stefan Pischinger. We focus our research
equally on topics of combustion engine
development like fundamental research
on more efficient combustion processes,
alternative fuels or the improvement of
the engine mechanics and aftertreatment
systems as well as hybrid powertrains,
batteries, electric machines, mechatronic
systems, and fuel cells.

At any time, our research is closely associated with the development of intelligent
methods for test procedures and engine
calibration as well as virtual development
(x-in-the-loop). The Institute for Combustion
Engines employs more than 338 scientific,
technical and administrative employees as
well as student assistants.

© Rheinmetall Automotive AG
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The Institute for Combustion Engines (VKA)
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Chief Engineers

Head of the Institute

Junior Professor

Research
Operations
Cluster of Excellence FSC

Professor Dr.-Ing. (USA) Stefan Pischinger

Mechatronic Systems
for Combustion Engines

206
107

Employees in total

Technical &
Administrative
Employees
Mechanical Workshops
Test Cell Operation
Electrical / Electronical Workshops
Administration
Secretary
IT

94
Scientific Employees
Combustion Development
Optical Diagnostics
Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment
Mechanics / Design / Acoustics
Hybrid Systems / Batteries / Electric Machines
Mechatronics / Fuel Cells / Connectivity

132

96

19

Student Assistants

Completed Master
and Bachelor Theses

Completed
Dissertations

Research & Administration
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Fuel Science Center (FSC)

The Institute for Combustion Engines (VKA)

v
Furthermore, the program coordinators
of the “Competence Center Power to
Fuel” (P2F) and the “Center for Automotive Catalytic Systems Aachen” (ACA)
work at FSC. Both project houses are
closely related to the topics of the cluster.
Hence, the FSC as competence center
offers facilities for interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary work groups as well
as guest scientists. Therefore, it essentially contributes to a continuation of the
Cluster of Excellence “The Fuel Science
Center” as well as to a structural development of RWTH Aachen University.

EXC 2186 “The Fuel Science Center” (ID:
390919832) is funded by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German
Research Foundation) under Germany´s
Excellence Strategy – Cluster of Excellence 2186 „The Fuel Science Center” –
ID: 390919832"

The Fuel Science Center is located in Schinkelstraße 8 in Aachen, which
is the core area of RWTH Aachen University. The FSC offers more than
1000 m2 of laboratory area, among others facilities for detailed investigations of novel fuels under real combustion conditions. In addition to
the expansion of the already existing chemistry laboratory, for example
a high pressure chamber to visualize injection processes, two single
cylinder research engines for thermodynamic
examinations and two optical engines were
installed.

„

The “Rapid Compression Machine” (RCM)
and the shock tube are operated by the research group “Physico-Chemical Fundamentals of Combustion” (PCFC) under direction
of Professor Alexander Heufer. In addition
to PCFC, the research group “Model-Based
Fuel Design” (MBFD) of Professor Kai Leonhard is located at FSC, as it offers more than
600 m2 of off i ce area. The Cluster Off i ce
is also located at the FSC.
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The FSC offers more than
1000 m2 of laboratory area,
among others facilities for
detailed investigations of novel
fuels under real combustion
conditions.

“
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Facilities

The Institute for Combustion Engines (VKA)

High Pressure Chamber (HPC)

Optical Engines

Steady State Mixture Formation

Transient Mixture Formation and
Emission Formation

»
»

Investigation of Diesel injection, mixing and ignition
processes
Thermodynamic conditions up to 1000 K and 140
bar, simultaneous recording of Shadowgraphy and
OH*-chemiluminescence

»
»

Investigation of mixture and emission formation
Diesel-engine geometrically almost identical to the
thermodynamic single cylinder Diesel research
engine including ω-type piston bowl and exhaust
gas recirculation

Single Cylinder Research Engines

Shock Tube (ST)

Combustion Characteristics under
Real Operating Conditions

Ignition Tendency and Combustion
Kinetics

»

»
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Investigation of spark ignition and compression
ignition coupled to special measurement
techniques such as infrared spectroscopy and
particulate matter sizer
Peak firing pressures up to 250 bar, combustion
chamber with access for optical measurement
devices

»
»

Measurement of chemical ignition delay time
(typical range 0.1 - 4 ms)
End of compression pressures higher than 50 bar
possible (pressure peaks up to 500 bar allowed)

ASG AFIDA
»
»
»
»
»
»

Correlation to EN ISO 5165 (CN determination)
Sample size 40 ml
20 min. per fuel
Optional: exhaust gas sampling
Automation possible
Free parameter selection

Laboratory Gas Test Bench (LGB)
»
»
»
»
»

Synthetic exhaust gas incl. exhaust species of
alternative fuels
Catalyst performance investigations
Hydrothermal aging
Sensor characterization
Filter testing (e.g. for fuel cells)

Rapid Compression Machine (RCM)
»
»

Measurement of chemical ignition delay time
(typical range 2 - 200 ms)
End of compression pressures higher than 100 bar
possible
(pressure peaks up to 1000 bar allowed)

Gas-Chromatography and Mass
Spectroscopy
»
»

Measurement of stable species during ignition
process
Coupled to RCM and ST via rapid sampling system
(planned)
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Center for Mobile Propulsion
(CMP)
The “Center for Mobile Propulsion” is an
ultramodern high-quality research center
at RWTH Aachen University. Under the direction of Professor Stefan Pischinger from
the Institute for Combustion Engines, 16
institutes jointly investigate modern, electrified powertrains for mobile applications
in an interdisciplinary approach. The CMP
provides a worldwide unique infrastructure. Its spectrum ranges from numerous
component test benches, for example for
combustion engines, electric motors, traction batteries, fuel cells, and transmissions,
to complete powertrain test benches and
highly modern HiL-test bench environments.
To satisfy the progressing electrification of
powertrain components the CMP capacities have been extended. Several component test benches for transmissions and
combustion engines are now prepared for
high voltage applications. Various fuels can
be used in the CMP, enabling research and
development of clean and efficient systems
and components for the innovative powertrain. The CMP is equipped with five fuels
as a standard: Gasoline, Diesel, CNG, LPG,
and hydrogen. All test benches provide the
capability to test different components inthe-loop with a co-simulation. This means
that the component exchanges bidirection-
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al physical data in real-time with a state-ofthe-art simulation of the vehicle. It enables
the possibility to investigate the component
in a transient and realistic environment.
Moreover, the CMP offers a sophisticated
real-time network which enables the virtual coupling of individual component test
benches via an EtherCat connection. By
this, researchers can examine interactions
of single components for dynamic cases
of applications, consider the effects of different powertrain topologies and integrate
necessary control strategies of the overall
system already in an early project phase.
The CMP’s modular set-up supports a consequent research of individual components
and control concepts, which can be developed further independently without disregarding the overall system.

Furthermore, the Research Training Group “Integrated Energy Supply Modules for Roadbound E-Mobility” funded
by the German Research Foundation DFG is operating at
the CMP. In total, 25 researchers work within the research
trainee group and explore research topics around the mobile powertrain.
The Center for Mobile Propulsion is funded by the German
Council of Science and Humanities (Wissenschaftsrat) and
by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
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Clusters4Future:
‘Zukunftscluster Wasserstoff’
‘The innovation clusters, the new flagship initiative of the
Federal Government’s High-Tech Strategy 2025, make a
special contribution to knowledge and technology transfer.
Under the banner of ‘Clusters4Future’, this uses the regional approach to cluster funding to tie in directly with top-level
research and bring science, businesses and other players
together in the open innovation culture of a cluster. They
offer an ideal environment for expanding knowledge and
technology transfer through new partners in the knowledge and value chain and thus for quickly and sustainably
developing emerging fields of innovation. To this end, R&D
funding is being supplemented by flexible approaches to
the support of innovation. It will be made more open to social innovations, for example through open innovation, i.e.
the involvement of citizens and users, as well as education
and training or start-up support. The Federal Government

has earmarked approximately 450 million euros for the first
two rounds of funding.’ (BMBF)
In order to cope with challenging situations nowadays the
goal of the innovation clusters is to accelerate the timeto-market of research results with a disruptive innovation
potential. With the regional approach of cluster funding,
the innovation clusters tie in directly with cutting-edge research and thus ensure that technological and social innovations reach people's everyday lives more quickly. That
is why the different concepts comprise various topics as
hydrogen research, quantum technology, cancer research
or sustainable mobility. For this, universities, research institutions, companies, social and further relevant players,
came together in their specific region to develop a joint
cluster strategy in which the individual competences are
connected inter- and transdisciplinary.

From 137 submissions during the contest round, an independent jury of experts chose
the best 16 proposals and recommended them for a conception phase of six months,
which started on 1st May 2020. At the end of October 2020, each finalist was requested
to submit the cluster strategy. Seven of the sixteen finalists get the chance to realize their
innovation clusters within three consecutive implementation phases of three years each
including an annual five million euro grant. On the 3rd February 2021, the ‘Zukunftscluster
Wasserstoff’ was announced as one of the seven winners by the Federal Minister of Education and Research, Mrs. Anja Karliczek.
As one of the winners, the RWTH Aachen University and the Forschungszentrum Jülich
provide optimal conditions to establish an innovation cluster on the subject of hydrogen.
Hydrogen as an energy source offers several possibilities to defossilize the energy industry. To date the innovation cluster ‘Zukunftscluster Wasserstoff’ brings together the
already existing specialized knowledge within the hydrogen sector in Aachen and Jülich,
provided by experts from science, industry and society. By considering the whole lifecycle
of hydrogen from production over storage and distribution to utilization, the network of the
‘Zukunftscluster Wasserstoff’ will be the optimal incubator to overcome inhibitors in terms
of Technology Readiness Level (TRL) and to accelerate the implementation of innovative
hydrogen technologies in people's everyday lives. On a long-term basis, the ‘Zukunftscluster Wasserstoff’ will support the greater area of Aachen and Jülich to become an
‘Innovation Valley of Hydrogen Technologies’.
The planned projects within the ‘Zukunftscluster Wasserstoff’ will entail the development of
a hydrogen-based energy sector where predominantly renewable energies are used.

„

To ensure that several energy sectors are addressed, the
‘Zukunftscluster Wasserstoff’ will consider the research in
production of hydrogen via electrolyzers, the storage of hydrogen in different vessels, the distribution of hydrogen in
existing and new pipelines as well its utilization. Hydrogen
can be used or included into several areas f.e. in the mobility and building sector, as a feedstock for the production
of basic chemicals in the chemical industry or in industrial
gas burners. The ‘Zukunftscluster Wasserstoff’ aims at strengthening networks and the
establishment of a pilot region to produce, store, distribute and use hydrogen and to optimize and accelerate the knowledge and technology transfer and to support the innovation
process in small and medium-sized enterprises as well as startups.

Hydrogen as an energy
source offers several possibilities to defossilize the energy
industry.

“

The RWTH Aachen University has agreed to establish an RWTH center named ‘Center for
Sustainable Hydrogen Systems’ to support the hydrogen network. With the introduction
of a hydrogen congress the ‘Zukunftscluster Wasserstoff’ intends to publish and discuss
innovative research results and expand its network with further partners from the region
all over Germany. ‘Hydrogen technologies made in Germany’ should embody excellent
and innovative state-of-the-art technology worldwide.
14
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Emission Chassis
Dynamometer

The Institute for Combustion Engines (VKA)

Use Extension for Hydrogen Operation
Strict emission regulations and the increasing debate on CO2 emissions moved alternative propulsion technologies in the focus of vehicle
developers. Besides battery-electric vehicles, the hydrogen propulsion
is a promising future-oriented approach to enable CO2-free mobility.
Fuel cell vehicles operated with sustainably produced hydrogen are
considered as an alternative to conventional combustion engines.
To take account of this development, the VKA emission chassis dynamometer offers the possibility to test vehicles with hydrogen propulsion
and fuel cells in the future.
The non-toxic, invisible, and volatile hydrogen sets new requirements
for the developers concerning security for example compared to gasoline: hydrogen has a broader range of ignitability.
Regulation (EG) No. 79/2009 determines fundamental requirements for
the type approval of vehicles with hydrogen technology, for the type
approval of hydrogen-carrying components and hydrogen systems as
well as for the installation of such components and systems. The regulation also defines strict requirements for the safety of these vehicles
and components as well as it stipulates various tests (for example on
pressure, leak, burst, and fire safety). These imposes new challenges
for manufacturers and of course the test laboratories.
In order to strengthen strategically the profile areas “Energy, Chemical and Process Engineering” as well as “Mobility
and Transport Engineering” of RWTH Aachen University,
the chassis dynamometer of the Institute for Combustion
Engines was rebuild in 2014.

This was intended to accommodate the scientific and legal
requirements for research infrastructure in the development
process of modern passenger car powertrain concepts.
Since February 2015, the new emission chassis dynamometer is in operation.

Thus, the existing safety concept needed to be updated with all corresponding hardware and software adaptions. These steps were finalized until the end of 2019. In 2020, hydrogen and fuel cell vehicles can
be tested besides the vehicles with gasoline, Diesel, LPG, and CNG
fuels.

„

The non-toxic, invisible,
and volatile hydrogen sets new
requirements for the developers
concerning security.

“
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Aldenhoven Testing Center (ATC)

„

All aspects of
future challenges
and possibilities
towards modern
mobility can be
developed and
tested at ATC.

“

Aldenhoven Testing Center (ATC) is a
state-of-the-art interdisciplinary testing
center for mobility. It is operated by ATC
– Aldenhoven Testing Center of RWTH
Aachen University GmbH, a joint venture of Düren county and RWTH Aachen
University. ATC was built between 2009
and 2013 on the grounds of the former
coal mine Emil Mayrisch in Aldenhoven,
Germany, and thus represents an example for successful structural change. All
aspects of future challenges and possibilities towards modern mobility can be

developed and tested at ATC. The installation was financed by capital of RWTH
Aachen University as well as public funding of the State of North Rhine-Westphalia and the European Union (European
Regional Development Fund). Besides
twelve track elements and an Autobahn
segment in direct vicinity, automotiveGATE and a mobile communications test
field enhance ATC. All tracks and facilities can be rented out by interested institutions for their research, development
and testing towards mobility.

Connectivity
Digitalization plays an important role thanks to the
coverage with a simulated signal of the European satellite navigation system Galileo. In addition with Europe’s most advanced mobile communications test
field and further wireless networks, ATC is the ideal
place for connected mobility (V2X) research, development and validation.

Mobile Communications Test Field

Further information
is available on

Thanks to a cooperation with Vodafone an open mobile
communications test field which provides – besides dedicated WiFi – current and future mobile communication
generations for connecting vehicle and infrastructure is
installed. The test field for mobile communication provides one of the most advanced development and testing
environments for connected and autonomous traffic of
the future. Besides LTE and 5G standard configurations,
specific, individual configurations are possible. In connection with customer-specific ICT components and solutions, the required ecosystem for automotive and mobility
applications and related services can be generated.

www.atc-aldenhoven.de

Galileo
The worldwide one-of-a-kind Galileo automotiveGATE allows development and testing of applications, systems
and components already now, i.e. before a sufficient
number of satellites is available from the orbit. ATC is
covered by six terrestrial stations, so called pseudolites,
which provide a simulated signal of the currently installed
Galileo satellite system. This allows development and
testing of application systems already now.
The receiver data can be visualized online or recorded for
offline analyses. Recorded data can be played back. For
the usage of the system, dedicated Galileo receivers are
required. GPS and EGNOS signals as well as augmentation data of the local reference station can be received
and used furthermore.
18
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Test Track Elements
Twelve test track elements of different
kinds provide outstanding conditions for
research, development and validation
of single systems up to full vehicles.
Worldwide exclusive is the coverage with
a simulated signal of the European Galileo
positioning system. An open mobile

communications test field, which provides
– besides dedicated WiFi – current and
future mobile communication generations
for connecting vehicle and infrastructure is
also installed. In addition, workshop, office
and conference facilities are available while
working on site.

Vehicle Dynamics Area
The vehicle dynamics area is a flat, 210 m diameter circular surface that
can be used by passenger cars and trucks. The regular acceleration
lane is 400 m long. At the corner of the vehicle dynamics area, a duct
allows the installation of different sensors or cameras at surface level.
Thus vehicles can be shot from underneath or tire contact patches can
be analysed while the vehicle is driving. All the conditions of Euro NCAP
are met for Safety Assist Tests.

Hill Section
The hill sections offer different slops of 5 %, 12 % and 30 %.
The 12 % track can be flooded, allowing hill starts with low friction
(µ-low). The gross axle weight can be up to 10 t.

Multi-Functional Area
The multi-functional area is 65 x 100 m2 and has a max. longitudinal
inclination of 1 %. It has numerous access roads and an observation
container.
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Oval Circuit

Rough Road

The oval circuit is the central element of the testing center. It provides
a total length of approximately 2 km and comprises 3 lanes. Depending
on the lane and the curve radius, a lateral force free driving up to
117 km/h is possible. The straights are each 400 m long. Even trucks
can use the oval circuit - the gross axle weight can be up to 10 t.

To conduct evaluations of ride comfort, five different road surfaces are
available on the east straight of the oval circuit: plate bumps, saw tooth
profiles, Belgian block as well as two different rough asphalts.

Braking Test Track

Handling Track

The braking test track with different friction linings allows tests to
analyze the braking performance of a vehicle. The measuring part
of the braking test track has a length of 150 m and comprises an asphalt
and a tiles lane. Both lanes can be flooded, allowing µ-split tests.

The handling track with various curve radii allows the testing of driveability and chassis in extreme situations. It is 800 m long and 6 m wide with
adjacent run-off areas. A 1 g dip allows a dedicated vertical acceleration
of the vehicle.

Parking Area

Research Intersection

In the parking area several lots of different orientation and enclosure (like
curbs, banquet, guardrails) are available. They can be equipped with
parking sensors.

The research intersection is highly variable for individual test cases
concerning the lane setup as well as the positions and configuration
of artificial buildings. Connection points for sensors are in short
distance to each other. Positions for traffic lights, traffic signs and street
lighting are very flexible.
21
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New in 2020

Conferment of Doctorate
We congratulate our employees on the conferment of their doctorate.
We wish them all the best for their future career.

Kai Deppenkemper

Arun Palaniappan Muthukaruppan

Variable Valvetrain Operation Strategies of Passenger Car
Diesel Engine under Real Driving Conditions

Experimental and Numerical Investigations on the Exothermic Properties of Zeolites for Automotive Exhaust
Aftertreatment Systems

Avnish Dhongde
3-D CFD Combustion and Knocking Prediction in
Pre-chamber Gas Engines

Design and Testing of a Model-Based Self-learning Engine Control System for Synthetic Fuels.

Pascal Ortlieb
Simulation Tool for the Optimal Layout of Valve Lift
Curves

Katharina Eichler
Development of a Holistic Simulation Methodology for an
Organic Rankine Cycle Using the Example of a Commercial Vehicle Application

Sebastian Petri
Real-time Modelling of Exhaust Aftertreatment Components Using the Example of the SCR Catalyst in Commercial Vehicles

Stefania Esposito
Gaseous Pollutant Emission Simulation from Spark-ignition Engines

Max Stadermann
Analysis and Modelling of Double Entry Turbines under
Consideration of the Scroll Interaction at the Wastegate

Benedikt Heuser
Future Biofuels for Advanced Combustion Systems

Christof Struwe

Verena Huth

Influence of Secondary Motions of Valve Springs on the
Valve Train Dynamics of Internal Combustion Engines

Numerical and Experimental Investigation of the Influencing Parameters in the Distribution for Exhaust Fuel
Injection

To strengthen the research areas “Smart & Electrified Mobility” and “Exhaust Aftertreatment”, two colleagues took over responsibility to coordinate all corresponding topics.
We gladly welcome their expertise and designation to constantly improve our research.

Daniel Neumann

Thomas Ebert
Investigations on the Oil Input into the Combustion
Chamber of a DI Spark-ignition Engine

Support for the Research Areas
“Smart & Electrified Mobility” and
“Exhaust Aftertreatment”

Carsten Wulff
Metamodel-based Optimization of Operational Strategies
in Thermal Management of Electric Vehicles

“Exhaust Aftertreatment”

“Smart & Electrified Mobility”

For the research area “Exhaust Aftertreatment”, Stefan
Sterlepper takes over responsibility. He did his Bachelor
and Master studies at RWTH Aachen University, where he
graduated in December 2015. Already during his studies,
he gained experiences in the areas of gasoline calibration
and gasoline and Diesel aftertreatment in different student assistant positions. In 2016, he started his doctoral
studies as a research assistant at the Institute for Combustion Engines at RWTH Aachen University. His dissertation deals with the “Development of an accelerated
ash loading method for gasoline particulate filters”. Since
May 2020, Stefan Sterlepper is manager of the research
area “Exhaust Aftertreatment” and thus responsible for all
emission analysis and exhaust gas aftertreatment activities at VKA, both with conventional and alternative fuels.
This also includes the laboratory gas bench, the special
exhaust measurement equipment and the chemical laboratory. Also in May 2020, he was designated as Program
manager of the RWTH project house “Center for Automotive Catalytic Systems Aachen” (ACA).

Markus Eisenbarth is responsible for the research area
"Smart & Electrified Mobility". This includes research
into autonomous and connected vehicles, intelligent
vehicle control based on predictive information, artificial intelligence and electric powertrain components
such as electric motors, power electronics and batteries. He received his bachelor’s degree in Business
Administration and Engineering with a specialization in
Mechanical Engineering from RWTH Aachen University in 2013. Staying at RWTH, he gained his master’s
degree in Energy Engineering in 2015. Since 2016,
he is working as a research associate at the Junior
professorship of Mechatronic Systems for Combustion Enignes at RWTH Aachen University and pursues
research activities in the field of electrified, connected
and automated vehicles. His doctoral research topic
is the development of prediction algorithms for energy
efficient connected and automated vehicles.

Contact

Contact

Stefan Sterlepper
Phone: +49 241 80 48055
sterlepper_s@vka.rwth-aachen.de

Markus Eisenbarth
Phone: +49 241 80 48082
eisenbarth@vka.rwth-aachen.de

Serge Klein
Coupling of Test benches as Embedded Systems within
a Vehicle Simulation

Feihong Xia
Real-time Capable One-dimensional Models for Internal
Combustion Engines in X-in-the-loop Applications

Shi Li
Adaptive Model-based State Monitoring Algorithms for
Lithium-ion Batteries

Christoph Müller
Investigation of a Pre-chamber Ignition System for the
Application in an Ultra-lean-gasoline Hybrid Powertrain
Engine
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Kevin Badalian
Tool Development for
Machine Learning

Marc Timur Düzgün
Research Associate
Gasoline & Hybrid
Powetrains

Felix Elsner
Research Associate
Electrification &
Battery

Max Faßbender
Research Associate
Hybrid & E-Mobility

Christoph Göbel
Research Associate
Gasoline & Hybrid
Powertrains

Jannik Kexel
Research Associate
Gasoline & Hybrid
Powertrains

Lucas Koch
Research Associate
Intelligent Mobility &
Software

Xiangzhong Liu
Research Associate
Intelligent Mobility &
Software

Dominique Michels
Research Associate
Gasoline & Hybrid
Powertrains

Lucas Mödder
Research Associate
Hybrid & E-Mobility
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Matthis Hötter
Research Associate
Gasoline & Hybrid
Powertrains

Moritz Jakoby
Research Associate
Vehicle Electric &
Electronics

Eva Kaussen
Marketing & Event
Management
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New in 2020

Digital Teaching in 2020
To give mechanical engineering students the best
possible start into their academic or professional careers, the Institute for Combustion Engines works constantly on the improvement of its academic offer. In
2020 many things were different than expected. Due
to the Corona pandemic, all lectures were held digitally this year. The transition was challenging, but the
health of the students was the number-one-priority.
Therefore, all lectures were recorded and offered online
so that every student had an easy and safe access to the
learning material. Thus, the students were offered 9 differ-

ent lectures, 5 of which were held in German and 4 in English. A total of 106 lecture units were taught to students this
year. This makes the equivalent of more than 9400 minutes.
In this way, the Institute for Combustion Engines created
a more simplified offer of lectures and exercises according to the needs of today’s students. Moreover, research
and teaching were focused increasingly on sustainability
as well as corresponding topics for future-oriented propulsion and mobility solutions. The following two examples present some academic offerings.

Mobile Propulsion Fundamentals
The diversification of energy and propulsion technologies will be the key for future
sustainable automotive mobility. Thus, one of the main lectures of the Institute for
Combustion Engines extended its focus: not only combustion engines, but also the
energy conversion in fuel cells and electric machines are considered. Mainly, the lecture
deals with the conversion of fuel energy and a comparison of different propulsion
concepts. For each propulsion concept, the students learn more about their layout,
classification, characteristics, parameters, and operational behavior. Concerning
combustion engines, the lecture examines thermodynamic basics as well as the
formation of pollutants and their aftertreatment. Concerning fuel cells, basic principles
of electrochemical energy conversion in a fuel cell are introduced and influences on
the operational behavior as well as important characteristic values are discussed. In
Conclusive, the students approach the physical principles of electrical machines and
different machine types as well as their characteristic maps.

Energy Engineering
To meet the requirements of modern and sustainable energy and propulsion systems
a fundamentally revised structure of the master program of Energy Engineering was
established. The introduction of the newly developed program took place in the winter
semester 2020/21. The principle framework of the new master program was subdivided
into three major fields of specialization, “Mobile Propulsion”, “Energy Supply” and
“Energy System Design”.
As an important feature of the newly developed structure, a comprehensive
compulsory area was established which is identical for all specializations, focusing on
the fundamentals for each prospective engineer in the field of energy technologies.
In addition, each specialization has benefited from specifically tailored module catalogs
that address the inherent requirements of each of the three overarching areas.
Extended possibilities of choice are provided to the students to develop their individual
academic profile within the framework of the master program ‘Energy Engineering’ by
establishing two extended categories of elective modules and lectures.
The integration of novel modules and extensively revised lectures as well as the inclusion
of a large global elective field were further contributed to the high attractiveness of this
master program and enable students to compose a personalized set of courses in
accordance with the individual interests.
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Research
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Combustion Engines
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Research News

Hybrid Electric Drive for Reducing
CO2 Emissions in Two-Wheelers –
From Scratch to Prototype
Mitigation of the global climate change requires transnational
measures in all economic sectors. Due to its share of global
pollutant emissions, the continuously growing mobility sector
is of particular importance. While the electrification of powertrains, whether hybrid or full electric, is increasingly being
used in the automotive industry to reduce emissions, there
is still plenty of potential for optimization in other mobile applications. The field of small vehicles, such as two-wheelers,
which are represented in high numbers on the Asian market,
is particularly relevant here. Although full electric drives are
available in the two-wheeler segment, limited charging infrastructure and increased costs are hampering a wide market
penetration. Hence, hybrid drive concepts can represent a
suitable compromise between technical attributes such as
efficiency, range and driving characteristics as well as costs.

The target of the HERCET (Hybrid Electric drive for Reducing
CO2 Emission in Two-wheelers) research project is to develop
and validate a low-cost hybrid electric drive topology for a
two-wheeler in order to enable low CO2 emissions, excellent
driving characteristics and a cost-efficient solution simultaneously. The project includes a simulation study to evaluate
different hybrid topologies, the development of a hybrid
control unit including the control software as well as the
integration into a prototype vehicle to validate the concept.
The hybrid system should enable a -25 % reduction of CO2
emissions compared to a conventionally driven two-wheeler,
while offering equivalent driving performance at reasonable
additional costs.

and function development. The project kick-off meeting took
place fully virtual on April 1st, 2020 initiating the project with
a total duration of three years.
The project is divided into five sequential project phases as
shown in Figure 2. In the concept and specification phase,
different hybrid layouts were developed on a schematic level.
Furthermore, specific development targets and requirements
were defined by which the topologies were evaluated to clarify the most promising concepts for further investigations. In
the current second project phase, detailed simulation models

of these identified concepts are developed utilizing data from
all project partners. The target of this project phase is the
determination of the final concept, which will be build up
in the final phase as a prototype vehicle. Before, hardware
and software development as well as test bench evaluation
are performed in the third and fourth phase.

Fig. 2: Schematic overview of the five project phases. The red box represents the current phase.

The definition of requirements and development of potential
hybrid topologies were based on collaborative work of all
project partners also including student workers from India
and Germany. The target was to consider all possible concepts in the first place, but only analyze the most promising
ones in the simulation phase to decrease the simulation and
therefore development effort. The utilized evaluation was
based on a benefit analysis in which the defined different
requirements were qualitatively assessed by the use of a

quantitative evaluation scheme, which is depicted in Figure 3.
The fulfillment of each requirement was rated for each hybrid concept ranging from zero to three, whereby zero is
a showstopper and three is a good rating. A showstopper
is a requirement which cannot be met by a concept and
the good rating was found by comparing to be evaluated
concept to others respectively.

Fig. 1: Contribution of the four project partners within the HERCET project

To achieve this target, Indian and German partners from industry and research have joined forces as depicted in Figure 1.
The project is funded by the Federal Ministry of Education
and Research (BmBF) as part of a 2+2 project of the Indo
German Science and Technology Centre (IGSTC). The Indian
partners are the leading two-wheeler manufacturer TVS,
who is responsible for the integration of the hybrid system
into the prototype vehicles, and the famous University Indian
32

Institute of Technology Madras, who is responsible for test
bench investigations of the internal combustion engine as
well as a the development of a detailed 1D engine model.
German collaborators are the Aachen based engineering
company VEMAC focusing on the development of a hybrid
control unit and the Junior Professorship for Mechatronic
Systems for Combustion Engines of RWTH Aachen University
responsible for vehicle as well as hybrid topology simulation

Fig. 3: Developed evaluation matrix for hybrid concepts based
on requirements for the first project phase
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As a result, four promising hybrid concepts were chosen for
further investigations in the second project phase. For the
detailed investigation, longitudinal dynamics models of the
hybrid concepts including detailed component models are
examined in detail in order to determine the performance
and efficiency of each selected concept by simulating various
driving scenarios. Since the model development on component level is distributed between the project partners, a
predefined simulation framework with fixed in- and outputs
for all models communicated to and agreed on by all partners

is key for an efficient development process. Therefore, the
Electric Modeling Architecture (EleMA), which was a result
of the EU-funded project “High fidelity Electric Modeling and
Testing”, has been extended and adapted to fit to a hybrid
two-wheeler application. This included the introduction of
the combustion engine into the framework as well as the
adaption of the vehicle model for the two-wheeler application.
A simplified view of the adapted and extended framework
is depicted in Figure 4.

In the so called electrified planetary gear set (ePGS) concept,
the internal combustion engine (ICE) and the electric machine (EM) are connected to the wheel via a planetary gear
set (PGS). In addition, the PGS is equipped with a clutch
that allows on the one hand a direct drive to the wheel of
the ICE and electric machine simultaneously by locking the

transmission and on the other hand a continuously variable
transmission (CVT) operation. This enables the substitution
of the conventional belt CVT transmission by the ePGS with
a significantly higher efficiency. For the ePGS light concept
the available wheel traction force in correlation to the vehicle
speed is depicted in Figure 6.

Fig. 6: Traction force diagram of ePGS light concept
Fig. 4: Schematic overview of the simulation model on a high level

In more detail, the framework is divided into four subsystems at the highest level. These are the environment, driver,
powertrain and the base vehicle. The subsystems powertrain
and base vehicle are further divided on component level. For
example, the powertrain subsystems includes models for the
internal combustion engine, electric machine, battery, power
electronics, transmission as well as all necessary control
units. For every subsystem the relevant in- and outputs have
been identified and defined beforehand including the signal
name and physical unit.

For the detailed simulation in the second project phase,
four different topologies are analyzed more in detail. Three
of them are classical hybrid concepts in which the electric
machine is integrated into the conventional drive train at
different positions. However, the fourth concept represents a
novelty, developed and patented by RWTH Aachen University
and FEV GmbH. A schematic overview of the concept is
shown in Figure 5.

In the unlocked condition (CVT Mode), the ICE rotational
speed is independent from the vehicle speed and can be
controlled by the electric machine. This allows to operate
the ICE at maximum torque until the clutch locks the planetary gear set, delivering a high and constant wheel torque.
However, recuperation is limited by the friction torque of the
ICE. In locked condition (Direct drive Mode), the rotational
speeds of the ICE and the electric machine are coupled
directly to the output shaft of the planetary gear set and
therefore depended on the vehicle speed. In this mode high
recuperation as well as torque assist are possible. Overall,
this concept shows high potential for a two-wheeler application, which needs to be further investigated.

In summary, this interesting project allows us to contribute
in a complete vehicle development process, starting from
scratch on a blank paper to a final prototype with an orientation on series production by simultaneously developing an
innovative drivetrain concept covering hardware and software development. Moreover, a high degree of frontloading
of development tasks is going to be implemented to explore
all possibilities of a highly digital development process.

Fig 5: Schematic overview of the ePGS light hybrid powertrain concept
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Development and Validation of a
High-Performance Fuel Cell
Propulsion System for Hybrid
EMU Railcars in a Modular Traction Design System (X-EMU)
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The X-EMU project faced the challenges of efficient and
environmentally friendly railroad traffic on non-electrified sections. Figure 1 shows the degree of electrification for different
countries worldwide, in Europe and for different German
Federal States. On various railroad sections the installation
of catenaries is neither economical nor ecological resulting in
Diesel systems as current state of the art for transportation
and especially commuter trains. With an electrical multiple
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unit (EMU) with batteries or a combination of batteries and
fuel cell systems, these sections could be electrified and
replace several Diesel systems. Within X-EMU a special unit
operated with a hybrid system of a battery electric powertrain
and a fuel cell system (FC-EMU) has been investigated. The
system setup and operation strategy has been researched
and optimized at RWTH Aachen University‘s Center for
Mobile Propulsion by VKA, IEM and ISEA researchers.

Fig. 1: Overview of the degree of railway network electrification in countries and German
Federal States (top); Concepts toimplement bi-modal
Electrical Multiple Units (bottom).

The newly installed hydrogen infrastructure supports the
research project X-EMU with the aim to develop a fuel cell
hybrid powertrain for commuter-trains. Researchers set
up a complex test bed to represent one of the two drive
sections of a train without inverter and electric motor. With

the help of a second battery, a model-based simulation of
the mechanical powertrain is possible as shown in Figure 2.
A DC/DC intermediate circuit serves as inverter simulation.
Moreover, a second, identical battery and a DC sink simulate the load. The FC test bench includes two 100 kWnet
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fuel cell systems of the currently available generation for
performance and efficiency evaluation, operation strategy
and the optimization of Balance of Plant (BoP) components.
Based on these results a new generation fuel cell system
with 200 kWnet has been designed and tested on CMP’s
test bench. The test bench allows to integrate all relevant

electrical components into the powertrain with the help of a
DC/DC fuel cell circuit, a DC/DC intermediate circuit and a
traction battery (175 kWh) which is placed in the new battery
test bench. This full representation of the targeted powertrain
enables to optimize the vehicle operation regarding costs,
efficiency and durability.

With the developed operating strategy the fuel cell system
only consumes 1.07 % more hydrogen compared to an
optimal power split calculated offline via dynamic
programming.
In the next steps research at VKA will focus on a further
virtualization of components of the powertrain to reduce

the development process. Especially the implementation
of reduced degradation models in operating strategy will
be investigated to improve power split on fuel cell system
and traction battery to improve component lifetimes and
reduce total cost of ownership.
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Fig. 2: Overview of the test bench including the devices under test, the virtualization setup
and the load system.

In Figure 3 an extract of the hybrid system test in the loop
results from a simulated 50 minutes train ride on a real rail
track between Aachen and Cologne with 7 intermediate
stops is shown. The results are demonstrating the excellent
overall system performance of the developed virtualized

testing platform. The simulated power set points for the
fuel cell system and the traction battery are matched well
and the driving power to fulfill the velocity set point is rapidly
generated.

Fig. 3: Extract of hybrid system test results from the virtualized testing platform during a simulated 50 minutes train ride from Aachen to Cologne.
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Ultimate System Efficiency:
The Internal Combustion
Engine for 2025+
the achievable maximum overall efficiency under real world
conditions with an engine incorporating conventional, mature and therefore inexpensive technologies. The goal of the
project is the optimization of the combustion engine aiming
for an overall engine efficiency close to 45 % in engine
operation points relevant for operation of HEVs or PHEVs.
Outcome of the project is a rating which technologies are
most effective with regard to overall engine efficiency, bearing
minimum risk and can preferably be used complementary
to improve engine efficiency.

CO2 targets in the range of 68 to 75g CO2/km are expected
from 2025 and beyond within the European Union. This ambitious goal can only be achieved with a great penetration
depth of hybridized powertrains. This dictates the task for
each manufacturer to develop a propulsion system with a
favorable cost-to-CO2-benefit ratio. An integral part of such
system will most likely be a spark ignited combustion engine, which has to deliver an overall efficiency close to the
optimum theoretical efficiency in operating points relevant
for hybrid operation strategies. However, an open point is

The highest oxygen mass fraction of methanol leads to the
lowest mass specific heating The highest oxygen mass
fraction of methanol leads to the lowest mass specific heating value, whereas POSYN has the highest mass specific
heating value among the four investigated fuels. Compared
to the base fuel, this corresponds to a reduction of the
mass specific heating value by 14 % for the blend, 52 %
for methanol and a slight increase of 3 % for POSYN. Since
the reduction of the oxygen content inherently leads to an

Single Cylinder Investigations
The previously selected fuel candidates were characterized
in terms of efficiency and emission reduction potential. To
do so, thermodynamic investigations on two single-cylinder

Parameter
Displacement

Base
E10

Sum formula
C/H/O content / %m/m
Density (15°C) /

kg/m3

RON95 Methanol

%v/v RON95E10, 15 %v/v methanol and 15 %v/v ethanol,
and POSYN a synthetic fuel provided by Porsche. The most
relevant specifications of these fuels are listed in Table 1:

Blend
G70M15E15

POSYN

various

CH3OH

various

various

83/13/4

38/13/49

71/13/16

82/15/3

EN228
Limits

< 3.7 (O)

747.8

790

759.7

723.0

720 – 775

Boiling temperature / °C

37 – 194

65

38 – 192

45 – 134

< 210

Enthalpy of vaporization / kJ/kgair,

~ 30

179

~ 60

~ 24

Stoichiometric air requirement / 1

14.06

6.46

12.01

14.6

Lower heating value / MJ/kg

41.7

19.9

35.7

42.8

Research octane number / 1

95.8

109

100.8

100

> 95

Motor octane number / 1

85.3

89

88

91

≥ 85.0

λ

Long-stroke SCE

400

Bore

500
75

Stroke

90.5

Compression ratio

Innovative synthetic fuels show a high potential to improve
the combustion process in terms of efficiency and emission
formation, which is the focus of VKA in this research work.
Four fuel candidates were defined for testing: RON95E10
“pump fuel”, methanol, a fuel blend “G70M15E15” with 70

research engines were carried out; a short-stroke and a
long-stroke engine configuration. The specifications of the
single cylinder engine are listed in Table 2.

Short-stroke SCE

No. of valves

Fuel Candidates

increase of the density, the volume specific heating value
is slightly changed. The specific enthalpy of vaporization is
highest for methanol, and it is a factor of 6 higher compared
to the base fuel. As a result, the highest evaporative cooling effect can be expected for methanol. Since 30 volume
percent of alcohols were added to the base fuel in case
of the blend, an increased cooling effect compared to the
base fuel may be expected.

cm3
mm

113.2

mm

4

1

10.8:1, 15:1

1

Intake and exhaust event length (1 mm )

186

° CA

Max. peak cylinder pressure

180

bar

Fuel injection pressure

200

bar

Tab. 2: Single-cylinder research engine specifications

Due to the high research octane number (RON) of methanol,
G70M15E15 and the POSYN, a high knock resistance under real engine conditions was to be expected. In addition
to reaction kinetics, knock resistance in direct injection SI
engines is strongly influenced by evaporative cooling and
mixture formation. Apart from the combustion system, both
thermophysical and transport properties of the fuel can have
a decisive impact. To evaluate the potential of the four fuel
candidates in terms of efficiency and emissions under real
engine conditions, a load variation was conducted.
For gasoline engines the indicated efficiency is mainly determined by the compression ratio and thus the knock
resistance of the fuel. In Figure 1, the load variations of the
base fuel conventional RON95 E10, methanol, G70M15E15

and POSYN at stoichiometric engine operation are visualized. The knock resistance is depicted in terms of the
50 % mass fraction burned point (MFB50) at an engine
speed of n = 2500 1/min. The selected load points range
from an indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) of 3 bar
to 21 – 30 bar depending on the fuel. The maximum load
for the load variation with methanol was limited to 21 bar
IMEP due to the high cylinder pressure, with peaks of 180
bar. The highest possible engine efficiency is achieved at
an optimum MFB50 of ~7 - 8° CA aTDC which indicates a
high knock resistance. Depending on the knock limit, the
spark timing was therefore set to the optimal MFB 50 and
retarded in case of knocking.

Tab. 1: Fuel candidates and specifications
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CR = 10.8, a combination of two measures was carried
out to effectively increase the squish deck height. First, the
piston surface was milled down and additionally the cylinderhead was lifted by 1.5 mm through the use of a spacer.
A comparison of the short-stroke S/B = 1.2 and long-stroke
S/B = 1.5 SCE with RON95 E10 at a low engine load and
high engine load of IMEP = 6 and 15 bar respectively, is
visualized in Figure 2. At a load of IMEP = 6 bar the longstroke SCE shows an efficiency gain of 2.8 % (1 %-point).
Although the same combustion phasing MFB50 of
7 - 8 °CA aTDC was achieved, the long-stroke SCE presented a reduced burn delay by 1.4 °CA and a reduced burn
duration by 1.5 °CA compared to the short-stroke SCE.
The faster combustion however only resulted in a 1.5 bar
increase in peak cylinder pressure. The intake pressure and

combustion stability CoVIMEP remained unaffected. Partly
as a result of the faster combustion, the peak in-cylinder
temperatures increased, yielding 9 % higher NOx emissions
and consequently a 3 % increase in exhaust gas temperature. The positive trade-off effect could be observed in the
reduced emissions of unburned hydrocarbons by 27 % due
to increased post-oxidation.
At a load of IMEP = 15 bar, the long-stroke SCE showed
an increased knock-sensitivity resulting in a reduction in
indicated efficiency of 1.5 %. The combustion phasing was
retarded to 17.8 °CA aTDC, which is an additional 7.6 °CA
compared to the short-stroke engine. As a consequence, the
retarded combustion resulted in an increased burn delay and
increased burn duration, by 0.8 and 1.1 °CA respectively.

Fig. 1: Results of the load variation with the four fuel candidates on the long-stroke SCE

Both G70M15E15 and POSYN feature higher octane number
of RON = ~100, allowing an optimum MFB50 at higher loads.
In case of POSYN this load could be increased from IMEP
= 12 to 15 bar, and in case of G70M15E15 even to IMEP
= 18 bar. However, with POSYN the maximum engine load
could not be increased due to a higher knock-sensitivity S,
which is defined as:
S = RON – MON
Both a high RON and a high sensitivity result in a good anti-knock properties. Although the sensitivity is determined
by a combination of effects, the main influence is the heat
of vaporization. For POSYN the sensitivity is only 9, which
is 1 unit lower than that of the base fuel. In comparison,
G70M15E15 features a sensitivity of 12.8 and methanol even

20. The lower sensitivity of POSYN results in a more retarded
combustion and is visualized in Figure 1 by a steeper MFB50
gradient compared to the base fuel. At a load of IMEP = 24
bar, the MFB50 trend of POSYN even transverses the base
fuel trend. Despite the reduced knock sensitivity, POSYN
allows an increased efficiency similar to that of G70M15E15.
The highest efficiency gain was achieved with methanol
due to its excellent anti-knock properties. Combined with a
high heat of vaporization and high laminar burn velocity, the
heat losses could be reduced while approaching isochoric
combustion. A maximum efficiency of 42 % was achieved
without the occurrence of engine knock, leaving significant
potential for the use of higher compression ratios.

Comparison Short-Stroke and LongStroke SCE
The existing short-stroke SCE features a state-of-the-art
high-tumble cylinder head. To further increase the in-cylinder charge motion, the stroke-to-bore ratio was increased,
allowing even higher piston speeds and charge motion levels.
However, an increased stroke-to-bore ratio can be achieved
in various configurations. In this work, it was important to
continue using the existing cylinder head and pistons, which
directly eliminated the possibility to modify the bore. As a
result, solely the stroke, and effectively the base engine was
adapted to increase the stroke-to-bore ratio. The stroke
was increased by 25 %, and the stroke-to-bore ratio and
displacement volume proportionally.
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To properly compare both SCE setups, the boundary conditions must remain as similar as possible. Based on the
increased stroke and displacement volume of the long-stroke
engine, the mean piston speed and indicated power i.e. fuel
and air mass flow are increased. Therefore, the SCE setups
were compared at different engine speeds; the short-stroke
SCE at n = 2500 1/min and the long-stroke SCE at n =
2000 1/min to match the aforementioned boundary conditions. Furthermore, a compression ratio of CR = 10.8 was
selected for both setups. Fitting the CR = 10.8 piston in the
long-stroke setup without further modifications would yield
a compression ratio of CR = 13.2. In order to maintain the

Fig. 2: Results of the short-stroke and long-stroke SCE comparison at low and high engine load

A hypothesis for the increased NOx emissions at IMEP =
6 bar and increased knock-sensitivity at higher loads of
the long-stroke SCE is an increased residual gas fraction
and radically increased tumble level. It is expected that
increasing the compression ratio will reduce this negative

effect and allow the exploitation of further efficiency benefits.
Furthermore, higher compression ratios are possible with
the long-stroke setup: up to 18 compared to a maximum
of 15 for the short-stroke SCE.
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Methanol Combustion Systems
for High Speed Engines

Outlook
To exploit the fuel potential of regenerative synthetic fuels, even higher
compression ratios are required. Future investigations are expected to show
even higher efficiencies and lean limits due to the increased tumble motion.
In parallel, a new fuel injection system will be tested which is capable of
pressures up to 500 bar.

Besides partial or complete electrification of the powertrain,
(new) fuels with zero or low carbon content and potential to
be produced from renewable sources come into focus. The
suitability of the fuels for efficient combustion, but also their
storage both in fueling stations and on-board play a decisive
role for the applicability of alternative fuels. Methanol is the
simplest liquid synthetic fuel and one of the most promising
alternative fuels for shipping, being among the most widely
used chemicals.
For applications with high power requirements, e.g. in shipping, internal combustion engines are and remain the main
propulsion system due to the combination of high power
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density, high efficiency and relatively low costs. Methanol is
no novelty for use in internal combustion engines. Current
examples are MAN´s two stroke methanol engines and the
Stena Germanica ferry powered by Wärtsilä four stroke
methanol engines.
While the methanol engines mentioned above realize diffusive
combustion initiated by a small pilot injection of diesel fuel,
Otto cycle applications (e.g. former IndyCars) are existent as
well. Hence, major questions remain. A short summary of
VKA´s assessment on high speed engine applications with
these fuels is shown in the following article.

Methanol in Premixed Lean Burn
Large Bore High Speed Applications
Methanol is more conventional in terms of emissions and
can best be compared with natural gas (NG), the only
alternative fuel in large bore applications that is currently
being burned according to the Otto process.
The main emission components are unburned fuel (in this
case methanol), CO and NOx, while FSN = 0 in all conditions
(see Fig. 1). Besides unburned methanol, formaldehyde
as part of the methanol oxidation chain can also become
a major challenge. Since Formaldehyde is quite toxic, the
application of an oxidation catalyst is mandatory. To avoid
methanol oxidation to formaldehyde in the catalyst, the latter
must be sufficiently large to ensure complete oxidation in
the lean atmosphere.

Considering the NOx emissions with varying rel. AFR in Fig. 1,
NOx aftertreatment for e.g. EU 2015-2193 (MCPD: Medium
Size Combustion Plant Directive) would not be required at
this load when operating with a rel. AFR of 1.7 or leaner.
The scatterband depicted in Fig. 2 for natural gas engines
with open combustion chamber consists of manufacturer
data that includes up to 5 % fuel tolerance according to ISO
3046/1. This tolerance hence is also applied to the results
obtained with methanol (stars depict the range).
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METHANOL DDI CI
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Fig. 1: Raw emissions in a part load operating point of a large
bore lean burn SI methanol engine for high speed applications
and potential exhaust gas aftertreatment system layout

The effective efficiency for natural gas engines peaks at
~45 % in the 5 l cylinder displacement class (bore diameter
~170 mm). When comparing the resulting efficiencies with
methanol, the efficiency is at the top of the chart regardless
of the fuel tolerance (prediction based on single cylinder
engine test results without further optimization of the combustion system).
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Fig. 2: Benchmark of methanol lean burn
PFI SI compared to natural gas

For smaller heavy duty and medium duty engines, stochiometric EGR SI combustion of methanol is attractive in terms of
the aftertreatment system layout as well as engine efficiency
(minor drawbacks compared to lean burn). Additional tanks
for AdBlue can be avoided due to TWC application. Cold
starting on methanol is however a major challenge that leads
to slight increases of the overall simplified engine complexity.

Diffusive Methanol Combustion with
Pilot Diesel Injection Support
Due to the liquid state, methanol qualifies also for high
pressure direct injection. This enables diffusive combustion.
Since methanol requires higher temperatures for autoignition
compared to diesel, either increased compression (with drawbacks in terms of NOx emissions and load range) or ignition
support like e.g. pilot diesel injection are required. To ensure
ignition also in cold start conditions, pilot diesel injection

RS = 1500 1/min
rel. AFR = 2

0

Manufacturer Data
Fuel Tolerance up to 5%
included (DIN ISO 3046/1)

2.2
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support is the most attractive option. This however requires
direct injection of two fuels – dual direct injection (DDI).
Figure 3 depicts the phases of DDI CI methanol combustion
with one possible layout of the combustion chamber. More
beneficial layouts would introduce the pilot fuel and the
methanol both in the central position either with a dual fuel
injector or with two injectors.

Fig. 3: Phases, raw emissions and aftertreatment layout for methanol DDI CI

Initially, a diesel pilot injection is performed shortly before
TDC. Once the spray plumes are starting the ignition process, the main methanol injection is started. The methanol
spray plumes in the area of the diesel combustion ignite first
and raise temperature and pressure to subsequently lead
to ignition and combustion of all methanol spray plumes.
As a diffusive concept, the engine behavior is very similar
to a standard diesel engine besides the increase in system
complexity (See Fig. 3). Soot emissions can be neglected
with methanol (FSN = 0). Mostly due to the evaporative
cooling, the combustion peak temperatures are reduced
in methanol operation leading to a distinct reduction of the
NOx emissions, in this case up to ~50 %. Furthermore, the
maximum indicated efficiency achieved is above 50 % due
to the overall faster heat release and lower combustion
temperatures.

Besides the different fuel injection systems, the overall engine layout can remain mostly unchanged. Adaptions of the
turbocharger, as required for spark ignition operation, are
not mandatory. The exhaust gas temperatures are slightly
lower. The aftertreatment system layout comprises an SCR
catalyst possibly with the addition of a small oxidation catalyst. The SCR system can be taken over from the diesel
engine and be operated with less AdBlue feed.
The DDI CI concept offers the advantages of a diesel engine
in terms of load response and efficiency while improving the
drawbacks regarding soot and NOx emissions. Especially as
a retrofit for larger engines, this is an attractive alternative
to the concepts shown before.

Summarizing Assessment of Methanol
Combustion Systems
Figure 4 shows a summary matrix for methanol combustion
systems for heavy duty and large bore engine applications.
The basis for the respective comparison is the corresponding
similarly sized diesel engine.
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BENCHMARK VS DIESEL WITH CDPF AND SCR
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Fig. 4: Assessment of methanol combustion systems for heavy duty
and large bore engine applications

Methanol DDI CI offers higher efficiencies with an improved
emission characteristic. The price to pay is an increase in engine complexity especially regarding the fuel injection system.
If methanol from renewable sources is used and accounted
for, the CO2 reduction can amount to about 97 %, the residual
fraction is due to the diesel pilot injection.
Premixed stochiometric methanol combustion with EGR is
slightly less efficient at worsened transient response (as for

2030+ Requirements on
Emission Control Systems for
Medium-Duty and Heavy-Duty
On-Road/Non-Road Machines

all following premixed systems). The Major advantage is the
aftertreatment system relying on a TWC only. For PFI engines,
cold starting remains a major challenge. In comparison, lean
burn SI combustion enables higher peak efficiencies with
further simplified aftertreatment (due to the different sector).
The resulting CO2 reduction amounts to up to 7 % or about
99 % for methanol from renewable sources.
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Four market-representative applications have been considered from both the On-Road and the Non-Road sector,
namely a Long Haul truck, a Vocational truck, a Regional
delivery truck, a City Bus, a Railcar, an Excavator, a Forklift
and an Agri-Tractor.
At first, a future 2030 emissions legislation scenario has been
identified as legal boundary conditions for the simulation
results final evaluation.
The future requirements on emissions control have been investigated through a virtual holistic vehicle simulation under real
operation cycles. Therefore, the VKA mean value modelling
approach has been followed. The baseline reference vehicles
were equipped with a 2019 state of the art compression
ignition engine and EATS.
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For the vehicle concept simulations, engine efficiency improvement technologies as well as powertrain hybridization
have been considered as standard upcoming technology
packages to achieve the ambitious EU 2030 CO2 emissions
reduction targets.
Finally, the tailpipe emissions results were compared against
the 2030 tailpipe NOx and CO2 targets that have been identified in the project framework. Through a “Gap to 2030
emissions targets” analysis the requirements on emission
control were able to be quantified.
Following, the complete simulation matrix of the research
project is presented:
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Conclusions and Outlook
The simulation results revealed that the tailpipe emissions “Gap” to the defined
2030 targets is strongly application and level of hybridization dependent.
Vehicle hybridization in combination with hybrid dedicated heat-up strategies
can significantly contribute to simultaneous fuel consumption and tailpipe
emission reduction. In order to furtherly reduce the “Gap” to the defined
2030 pollutants emissions targets, technologies for faster EATS heat-up
during vehicle cold start as well as hybrid strategy optimization should be
put in the research focus in the future.
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Fig. 2: Fuel consumption and EATS performance for the parallel-hybrid (plug-in and non-plug-in) City Bus.

The simulated cycle consists of an Urban and a Rural part.
As shown, through the hybrid technology simultaneous
tailpipe NOx and CO2 emissions reduction is observed for
the investigated application. Important is to highlight that the
plug-in technology can lead to lower tailpipe NOx reduction
compared to the non-plug-in variant, if no hybrid dedicated
heat-up strategy is applied.
Through targeted engine load point shifting at the cycle beginning in the plug-in case, the EATS average temperature
can be kept at a comparable level to this of the other two
variants, while the battery is charged. In that way, higher
average EATS efficiency can be realized, leading to lower
50

Fig. 3: Tailpipe emissions reduction analysis for the parallel-hybrid (plug-in and non-plug-in) City Bus

overall NOx tailpipe emissions.
The 30 % CO2 reduction target was able to be achieved
through the plug-in technology for both cases. An almost
40 % tailpipe NOx reduction was able to be reached when
dedicated EATS heat-up was applied.
The non-plug-in variant showed an almost 25 % fuel consumption benefit with a significant tailpipe NOx reduction by
more than 30 %.
The NOx “Gap Analysis” showed that with a today’s EATS
the tailpipe emissions are by a factor of ~3.5-4.5 higher than
the defined 2030 target for the simulated City Bus.
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ALIGN-CCUS - Project Outline
Introduction
The ALIGN-CCUS (ALIGN) project aims to accelerate the
transition of current industry and power sectors into a future
of continued economic activity and low-carbon emissions, in
which carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS) plays
an essential role. ALIGN addresses specific issues across
the CCUS chain for industrial regions in ERA-NET ACT
countries, enabling large scale, cost effective implementation
of CCUS by 2025.
Synthesizing dimethyl ether (DME) is one possibility of reusing
carbon molecules, produced with H2 and CO2 in a synthesis
unit. DME has a cetane number higher than 55 and is a Diesel
substitute. A diesel engine can run on DME with some minor

changes mainly regarding the fuel supply system since DME
is gaseous under atmospheric conditions. Oxymethylene
ethers (OME) are another possibility for carbon reuse. The
range from three to five intermediate CH2-O-groups (OME35) offers favorable characteristics for diesel-like combustion.
Like DME, almost no soot is produced when burning OME.
Being liquid under ambient conditions, OME3-5 poses less
need for fuel-system adaptations than DME.
In this Project, a 7.2 l Deutz generator engine is modified to
run on DME, while a 2.0 l passenger car engine is operated
on OME3-5.

Methodology
To investigate the influence of the fuel properties on the
spray characteristics, optical investigations in a constant
volume high pressure vessel located at the Fuel Science
Center have been carried out. 3D-CFD Simulations coupled with combustion chemistry have been used to adapt
the piston-bowl for both and the injector-geometry for the

DME-engine. Engine test were carried out at the Center for
Mobile Propulsion to validate the simulations and optimize
the engine maps to the respective fuels. The generator engine has been installed in a demonstration plant, while the
calibration from the OME engine was further optimized and
tested in a demonstrator vehicle.

Results
DME
Since DME is gaseous under atmospheric conditions, the
main changes need to be made in the fuel supply system.
The fuel tank is pressurized at 5-8 bar depending on the
surrounding conditions. In order to prevent the DME from
gasifying in the fuel system a low pressure membrane pump
is implemented to maintain 30 bar of pressure.
The high pressure chamber investigations with DME found
that the planned Injector with a two piece injector needle connected via a coupler does not open correctly and
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the variations in the opening behavior were not eligible for
the use with DME. A new Injector with a long needle was
successfully used for further investigations and showed a
constant opening behavior. Computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) combustion optimization focused on achieving a good
air utilization at full load. Therefore, a step-piston bowl was
chosen. Considering the pre-carved bowl in the raw piston
the boundaries for the possible shapes restricted the possible
shapes considerably.

Fig. 2: Piston design; Original vs CFD

For the DME application the fuel system was adjusted and
the injectors as well as the high pressure pumps had been
exchanged with new parts specifically designed for the
use of DME. The fuel control system for the high pressure
system was changed from a valued controlled system to a
pressure controlled system.
The CFD optimized piston bowl showed a faster and more
complete combustion and therefore better efficiency, but
the resulting higher combustion temperatures and thus
higher NOx emissions could not be as planned decreased
with higher exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) rates. The EGR
system installed at this engine is retrofitted and only allows
low EGR rates. Since DME combustion has very low soot

emissions, the Soot NOx conflict is eliminated and the EGR
rate can be risen without emitting more soot and therefore
the NOx emissions can be reduced significantly.
The maximum power of 250 kW of the engine operated with
diesel was also reached with DME. The emissions measured
at the testbench in a typical operating point at 1500 rpm
and 1300 Nm are listed in Table 1. The DME measurements
show a much lower particlemass and particle count, as well
as lower CO and HC emissions.
The DME – EGR optimized emissions lists the estimated
emissions for the engine with a higher EGR rate.

Fuel

Consumption

Combustion
Noise Level

FSN

Particlemass

PN

NOx
emissions

CO
emissions

HC
emissions

CO2
emissions

-

g/kWh

dB(A)

1

g/kWh

#/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh

g/kWh

DIESEL

220.686

80.0995

0.405

0.208

3.10E+11

5.1367

0.65865

0.0816

711.96

DME
DME - EGR
optimized

332.0562

78.7622

0

2.3253E-05

1.59E+10

14.2355

0.154873

0.03

962.43

335

79

0

0.000025

1.60E+10

0.38

1.5

0.12

962.5

Tab. 1: Emissions of DME-engine
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Optical investigations found that the increased volatility
of OME leads to a shorter liquid penetration. Despite the
high cetane number and thus short ignition delay, the liftoff-length is increased with OME in comparison to diesel.
In combination with the molecular oxygen, this leads to a
leaner mixture in the ignition zone and, especially combined
with the comparably large injector holes needed to offset
the decreased lower heating value, to a more concentrated
heat release.

CFD combustion optimization thus aimed for a good air
utilization at full load while also seeking to mitigate the risk of
damage from the high local spray-temperatures. Therefore,
an open bowl without turbulence ring was chosen. Figure 1
shows a direct comparison of the bowls.
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Fig. 1: Comparison of base and modified piston bowl

Engine tests were first carried out with a slightly modified
base combustion system. Injectors were swapped for series
parts with a higher hydraulic flow rate, while seals and hoses
had been exchanged for OME resistant materials and the
ECU-software had been adapted to maintain setpoints like in
diesel operation, save for a slightly later center of combustion.
Optimization was carried out aiming predominantly for low
NOx with little detrimental effect on HC, CO and fuel-consumption. The resulting calibration was then fed into the
engine control maps, allowing variable load-points through

interpolation. For engine protection reasons, torque has
been limited to 275 Nm for these investigations. OME burns
practically soot-free thus alleviating the NOx-soot tradeoff
and allowing for much higher EGR-rates. Most of the reduced
engine map could be driven well below 1 g/kWh of NOx,
with a reasonable trade-off in HC, CO and consumption.
For comparison, calculated emissions for a warm NEDC are
compared in Table 2.

Fuel

NOx (assuming one
SCR)

HC (after DOC)

CO
(after DOC)

CO2
(after DOC)

PM (before DPF)

fuelmass

-

mg/km

mg/km

mg/km

g/km

mg/km

g/km

DIESEL

9,13

2,62

22,58

57,59

1,16

17,99

OME

1,67

6,81

6,62

74,63

0,003

45,121

Tab. 2: Calculated NEDC-emissions for an OME passenger car

The adaptation of the calibration to a demonstrator vehicle,
certified as Euro6b, is currently still ongoing. While in the
testbed only stationary operation has been investigated,
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transient responses will also be calibrated for the vehicle. A
variety of cycle tests are planned, aiming to maintain Euro6
standards.
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CEVOLVER – Simulation Models
for Thermal Management
Investigations
Introduction
International climate agreements have the goal of reducing
carbon dioxide emissions in the transport sector [1]. Particularly in the conurbations, the rapidly growing population
and the associated increase in individual transport contribute
significantly to a deterioration in air quality [2, 3]. The problem
has also affected European cities. The first driving bans for
older diesel vehicles have already been imposed because
the limit values for nitrogen oxides and particulate matter
have been exceeded [4]. One way to improve air quality in
inner-city areas is the use of electrified drive concepts. Electric
vehicles (EV) contribute to defusing the situation by enabling
local emission-free driving [5]. The German government has
also taken concrete measures to reduce transport-related
carbon dioxide emissions. The climate protection program
adopted in 2019 aims to put seven million electric vehicles
on German roads by 2030 [6–8]. The package of measures
includes extensive subsidies for vehicles and investments

In the CEVOLVER project, the additional time needed for
charging stops shall be reduced by sophisticated thermal
management and efficient fast charging processes. The
third challenge deals with reducing the CO2 footprint of
future vehicle concepts, which is to be achieved through
improved life cycles and right-sized vehicle drive systems.
To investigate the issues presented here, both simulative
investigations and vehicle tests are carried out within the
project. The design of the model platform and the models

for the electrical powertrain components contained therein
are of high importance for the success of the project. To
be able to assess the effects of thermal management in
detail, the models have to be designed in such a way that
the thermal dependencies of efficiency and the interactions
with the cooling system are accurately represented. In the
following, the modeling approach will be explained with
reference to the powertrain of an A-segment vehicle.

Modelling Approach
in the charging infrastructure [9]. However, taking a look at
the development of registration Figures, it is clear that they
are still below expectations. By January 2020, only 136.617
purely electric vehicles and 539.383 hybrid vehicles have
been registered in Germany [10].
The reluctance of customers to buy an electric vehicle can
be attributed to factors such as short ranges, long charging
times, high purchase prices, and the currently still moderately
developed charging infrastructure [11, 12]. Comprehensive
thermal management is one way to improve the range of
electric vehicles and thus increase customer acceptance.
Notably, the conditioning of the cabin and the associated
provision of hot and cold air is becoming increasingly important. The energy required for this must also be provided
directly from the traction battery, which directly affects the
driving range [8, 13].

The drivetrain system for the modeled A-segment EV consists of an inverter, a 70 kW traction PMSM, and a gearbox.
The inverter and the PMSM are liquid-cooled, while the
surrounding air passively cools the gearbox. The coolant
flow passes the inverter upstream of the PMSM. From the
available measurement data, it can be derived that in the
inverter and the PMSM, most of the waste heat is dissipated
to the coolant. In contrast, the heat of the transmission is
emitted mainly via the air in the engine compartment. Since

the air in the drivetrain compartment absorbs the heat from
the components, its temperature is higher than the ambient
temperature, so there is a heat transfer from the air within
the engine compartment to the ambient. Fig. 1 illustrates the
proposed heat transfers in the drivetrain system. It should
be noted that for the gearbox, it is assumed that a thermal
coupling exists between the rotor of the PMSM and the
gear of the gearbox.

Project Goals
To tackle this problem, the CEVOLVER project was established in late 2018. The project aims to improve the acceptance of electric vehicles by customers through a user-centric
development approach and novel convective functionalities.
The developed functionalities, in combination with correctly
dimensioned components, should, above all, reduce costs
and improve the range. The project team has defined the
following objectives:
•
•
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Ensure a leap forward in user’s confidence, functionalities, and energy efficiency of future EVs
Ensure the affordability of future electric vehicles by a
user-centric development approach

•
•

Validation of advanced components and systems,
novel connected control strategies and functionalities
Assessment of the impact of the technical advancements of CEVOLVER and their applicability in different
EV types and vehicle classes

Three main challenges arise from the defined objectives. The
first challenge concerns the use of EVs for long-distance
trips. Here it is necessary to clarify whether a larger battery
is essential to cover longer distances. Connected to this is
the challenge of the required trip time. Especially for long
journeys, the required charging stops in current vehicle concepts can cause considerably additional time expenditure.

Fig. 1: Proposed heat transfer paths inside the whole drivetrain system

For estimating the temperature inside the drivetrain
system, a lumped parameter thermal network (LPTN)
with a total of 13 nodes was applied (s. Fig 2). This
approach is quite abstract, as only the most dominant
heat paths are considered. Thus, this modeling is

very beneficial to implement and the computation effort
is minimal. The LPTN consists of three main LPTN. For
the LPTN of the inverter, a Cauer thermal model based on
the geometry is built, in which four nodes representing the
junction temperature, the cooling plate temperature, the
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housing temperature and the coolant outlet temperature
are considered. The predicted temperatures for the PMSM
are represented in five nodes related to the winding, the
end winding, the rotor, the housing and the coolant outlet
temperature . The gear temperature, the lubricant oil temperature and the housing temperature of the gearbox are
simulated by using three nodes. The node represents the air
temperature in the drivetrain compartment. The three LTPN
are connected by thermal resistances to model the heat
coupling. The thermal resistance represents the heat flow
from node to node . Each node is connected to the thermal
ground potential via thermal capacitance to represent the
heat-up and cool-down behavior. In this LTPN, the virtual

nodes for coolant outlet with corresponding thermal capacitance are added to simulate the coolant outlet temperature.
The coolant inlet temperature and the ambient air temperature
are the boundary conditions for the thermal system and are
assumed to be measured as system inputs. Therefore, they
are depicted as temperature sources in the LPTN. Moreover,
the losses in the inverter, PMSM and gearbox are introduced
as heat sources, which represent the inner heat generation
in the system. It is assumed that the losses of the inverter
and the gearbox only occur in the junction and the gear,
respectively, while the losses of the PMSM are generated
in the winding, the end winding, and the rotor.

Nodes

Max. Deviation

Avg. Deviation

Inverter Housing

1.13 °C

0.47 °C

Inverter Junction

5.45 °C

0.45 °C

Inverter Coolant

1.55 °C

0.40 °C

PMSM Coolant

1.28 °C

0.48 °C

PMSM Housing

1.34 °C

0.65 °C

PMSM Winding

4.19 °C

0.42 °C

Gearbox Oil

1.57 °C

0.32 °C

Gearbox Housing

1.65 °C

0.29 °C

Tab. 1: Model Performance based on WLTC Driving Cycle

Validation measurements in the worldwide harmonized
light-duty test cycle (WLTC) are used to identify the LPTN
parameters using the global LPV approach. The reference
vehicle was measured on the chassis dynamometer in a
controlled environment. The simulation results show that the
coolant inlet temperature varies from about 20 °C to 30 °C

and the coolant flow rate reaches up to 7.3 l/min. The maximum temperature deviation and the average temperature
deviation for the nodes of components are shown in Table 1.
All predicted temperatures are very close to the measured
values. The maximum estimation error is approximately
5.45 °C around their measured reference values.

Conclusion
In this article, a low-order LPTN model for an electric drivetrain is introduced. The approach is capable of calculating
the temperature of components that are coupled by the
thermal system and the surrounding air. A global identification
approach for the LPV system is used by utilizing a-priori system knowledge. The model is parameterized and validated
with a WLTC measurement of an A-segment vehicle. The
comparison between simulation and measurement gives a
maximum average temperature deviation of 0.65 °C with a

Fig. 2: Structure of proposed lumped parameter thermal network (LPTN)

Parametrization and Validation Results
For the parametrization of the LPTN, an automatic parameter
identification was performed. Thereby the error between the
model output and the measurement results are reduced
simultaneously. To find the global optimum, the Ants Colony
Optimization (ACO) algorithm with ’multi-start’ approaches
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was applied to avoid the local optima [14]. Since there are
plenty of parameters to be optimized, well-known analytical
formulations are used to roughly pre-calculate lower and
upper bounds of the model parameters.
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FVV Actively Influencing Wall
Heat Losses in Gasoline Engines
Project Overview
High efficiency combustion engines with up to 50 % indicated efficiency are the target of current research work.
To reach this goal, it’s essential to reduce the combustion
engine losses as much as possible. One major loss of an
internal combustion engine is the wall heat transfer loss.
To reduce this loss, one solution is a thermal swing insulation, which is characterized by a low thermal conductivity
and at the same time a low specific heat capacity. By that
the surface temperature of the insulated structure follows
the gas temperature. A high surface temperature during
the combustion reduces the heat losses due to a smaller
temperature gradient. Whereas a fast cool-down of the
surface temperature prevents a heat-up of the fresh mixture during the gas-exchange to avoid knocking. Thermal
swing coatings have already shown its potential in various
research projects with Diesel engines. Simulation results
show an indicated efficiency increase of up to 1.5 … 2 %
using thermal insulations [1].

The ongoing FVV project “Actively Influencing Wall Heat
Losses in Gasoline Engines” targets the development of a
methodology to predict the efficiency potentials of thermal
swing insulation for gasoline engines. Therefore 1D thermodynamic and 3D-CFD simulations are used to investigate the influence of different insulation materials on the
gas-exchange as well as the combustion process. One
focus is given to correctly predict the instantaneous wall
heat transfer, which is most relevant for the resulting thermal swing. Especially for 1D engine process simulations,
simplified empirical heat transfer models, such as Woschni,
Bargende and Hohenberg, are leading to different results
for the wall heat transfer.

Simulation Approach and Results
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Within this project, the thermal insulation of the piston
structure is focused. Due to the flat geometry of the gasoline
engine piston, a thermal spray coating can be applied easily.
Zirconium oxide and aluminum oxide based materials are
selected as possible thermal insulation materials (Table 1).
The thermal insulation behavior is modeled and verified in

1D engine process simulations and supported by 3D-CFD
simulations. The results of detailed 3D-CFD simulations
are analyzed to select a well-faitting heat transfer model.
Furthermore, the thermal insulation model and the knock
model can be verified using the 3D-CFD results.
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Thermal Insulation Material

Thermal
Conductivity /
W/mK

Vol. specific heat
capacity /
kJ/m³K

Aluminium

140

2400

Plasma anodized (PEO)

1

1137

SiRPA [2]

0.75

1300

Yttrium stabilized ZrO2 (YSZ)

0.7

3000

Gd2Zr2O7

0.5

2400

Tab. 1: Thermal insulation material properties

3D-CFD Simulation

Fig. 2: comparison of 3D-CFD results with engine process simulations

Based on a single cylinder research engine at VKA, a 3D-CFD
model is set up using Converge-CFD. The CFD model
captures the gas-exchange including particle modelling for
the fuel injection. Wall film formation as well as fuel evaporation are considered. The combustion is modelled using a
detailed chemistry reaction mechanism developed by the
ITV of RWTH Aachen University. The reaction mechanism
consists of 480 species and 2081 sub-reactions. The description of the combustion with this detailed chemistry leads

to a fully predictive combustion model which is capable to
also predict knocking phenomena. To analyze the influence
of a thermal insulation, a one dimensional conjugate heat
transfer (1D-CHT) approach is added to the piston wall
boundary. The 1D-CHT consists of two materials. The first
material defines the thermal insulation material, the second
the piston base material (Fig. 1).

Insulation layer

1D-Conduction
Engine structure

Material 2 Material 1
thickness thickness

Heat transfer
from fluid

nLayers.Material 2

investigation of thermal swings insulations. A factor of 2
between the peak heat transfer of the Woschni model and
the Hohenberg model leads to a deviation of the resulting
temperature swing of about 60 % in the shown operating
point.

1D Engine process simulations

Gas phase

nLayers.Material 1

Comparing the wall heat transfer during the combustion
phase of the detailed 3D-CFD results with the empirical
heat transfer models, a significant difference in the peak
heat transfer rate can be recognized. This comparison
shows the relevance of an accurate prediction of the peak
heat transfer rate and position for the efficiency potential

Efficiency potentials are determined for a 1.5 liter 3-cylinder
TC-GDI engine with Miller-Cycle using an 1D engine process
simulation model in the software GT-Power. Based on the
3D-CFD results with coupled 1D conjugate heat transfer,
a 1D thermal node insulation model to calculate the thermal swing behavior of the piston surface was developed.
The thermal insulation model is able to calculate the crank
angle resolved surface temperature of the engine structure
and can be applied on different engine parts such as the
cylinder head, piston and liner. A calibrated knock model

based on the Livengood-Wu knock integral approach is used
to evaluate the influence of the wall temperatures on the
knocking tendency. The knocking behavior is comparable
to the detailed 3D-CFD results so that expensive 3D-CFD
simulations can be avoided for sensitivity studies. The heat
loss and efficiency potentials of thermal insulations are investigated at several engine operating points. Figure 3 shows
the results for the crank angle resolved surface temperature
for the piston surface insulated with the different materials.

Const. temperature
Fig. 1: 1D conjugate heat transfer model approach

To investigate the heat loss reduction potentials and knocking
influence of thermal insulations, different materials have been
analyzed. Based on the piston surface temperature results
and the total wall heat losses. The heat transfer model for

the engine process simulations is selected. Furthermore,
the results are used to model a thermal network for 1D
simulations.

Fig. 3: Crank angle resolved piston surface temperatures for different insulation materials
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Without insulation the piston surface temperature is increasing
by approx. 10 K during one engine cycle. Applying a thermal
insulation the temperature swing increases to approx. 200 K.
The main reason is the strongly reduced thermal conductivity
of the insulation material compared to aluminum. Furthermore,
a reduction of the volumetric specific heat capacity leads
to an improved response time of the surface temperature.
The improved response time accelerates the heat-up and
cool-down behavior of the piston surface, which ends up
in an increased temperature swing (Fig 3). Yttrium stabilized
zirconia (YSZ) has a lower thermal conductivity of 0.7 W/mK
compared to the plasma anodized surface (PEO) with a thermal
conductivity of 1 W/mK. On the other hand, the volumetric

specific heat capacity is almost three times higher compared
to PEO. This results in a reduced temperature swing of YSZ
compared to PEO.
With similar coating thickness, the energy stored in the insulation material is proportional to the mass specific heat
capacity and the density of the insulation material. A reduction
of the volumetric specific heat capacity can be reached by a
reduction of the material density. One possible solution is to
realize an increased porosity during the coating process. The
higher porosity has significant disadvantages in the stability
and durability and should be considered during the engine
development process.

The efficiency potential is limited to part load engine operating points. As the knocking limit is reached, the combustion
is retarded and reduces the combustion efficiency. This
combustion efficiency loss dominates at the engine full load

against the heat loss reduction leading to an overall higher
fuel consumption. The reason for the increased knocking
tendency is an increased instantaneous wall temperature
near the ignition angle as seen in Figure 3.

Summary and Outlook
Thermal in-cylinder insulation is one way to further increase the efficiency
of internal combustion engines. The overall fuel consumption reduction potential is on a small level of approx. 0.3 % up to 0.6 %, due to the moderate
temperature swing of 200 K. Further potentials are possible by reducing the
thermal conductivity as well as the volumetric specific heat capacity of the
insulation material. Whereas a reduction of the heat capacity can be reached
by a higher porosity of the material, a reduction of the stability and durability
of the insulation should be kept in mind. Comparing the wall heat transfer
results of 3D-CFD simulation with engine process simulations shows the
necessity of a correct prediction of the crank angle resolved heat transfer.
VKA is working on the heat transfer analysis inside the combustion chamber
using highly resolved boundary layers in combination with detailed chemistry
to investigate the influence of the flame quenching on the heat transfer.
[1]

[2]

Keskinen, Vera-Tudela, Pandurangi, Wright, Boulouchos, Graf,
Nett ; FVV Projekt 1287 Abschlussbericht „Brennraumisolierung
Diesel“; FVV Frankfurt am Main; 2020
Wakisaka et. Al.; Reduction of Heat Loss and Improvement of Thermal Efficiency by Application of “Temperature Swing” Insulation to
Direct-Injection Diesel Engines; SAE Int. Journal Engines; 2016

Fig. 4: Influence of the thermal insulation material on the efficiency potential

Figure 4 shows the influence of different thermal insulation
materials on the engine performance. Relative to a piston
without a thermal insulation, an average fuel consumption
reduction of 0.3 % is achieved with a thermal insulated

piston. This potential is further improved towards lower engine speed to up to 0.6 % (Fig. 5). The efficiency potential
correlates directly with the maximum temperature swing
that can be achieved.

Fig. 5: Influence of the plasma anodized piston surface in the engine map
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Diesel-Hybrid Vehicles for
Environmentally Conscious
Mobility: A Networked System
Development in a Physical and
Virtual Environment (DUETT)

research and development in this field and to achieve
corresponding progress in the validation and testing of
complex electrified powertrains. The virtual coupling was
implemented at the Center for Mobile Propulsion (CMP)
at RWTH Aachen University.
A powertrain of a plug-in hybrid vehicle with a P2 powertrain
topology was used to demonstrate real-time networking of
component test benches (Figure 2). This powertrain configuration is particularly suitable for demonstrating networked
test bench operation. It combines the current and future

relevant main drive components of a hybrid drive train:
the internal combustion engine, the electric machine and
the traction battery. In addition, the P2 topology offers the
possibility of mapping the complex interactions between
the components with co-simulation within the framework
of virtual coupling including virtual scaling. The scaling is
done by factorizing the input and output parameters of
the simulation environment. Thus, it is possible to virtually
create and test component variations without producing
them as prototypes.

Energy Management
System

Front Axle

Rear Axle

AC
DC

DC

DC

digitalization of the existing development processes. Development activities are moved forward into earlier project
phases and development processes that have been running
serially up to now are parallelized (Figure 1). The aim is to
reduce development costs while maintaining or increasing
the quality of the end product.

C0

DC

DC
EM

HV
battery

DCT

ICE

A new development methodology was introduced with
development phases that are parallelized to varying degrees throughout the entire process in order to meet the
current challenges of the transformation of the automotive
industry. This methodology is based on implementing an
agile and cost-efficient development process, which is
mainly realized by further parallelization (frontloading) and

12V
Battery

Low voltage
auxiliaries
Charger
= Real component

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the P2 powertrain topology
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are executed purely virtually with the co-simulation. They
interact with the associated component test benches via
the complementary physical signals. Figure 3 schematically
shows the setups of the component test benches, which
are connected via distributed dSPACE Scalexio real-time
systems.

Test bench for the electric machine Test bench for battery systems
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Fig. 1: Transition to the new future development process

One possibility of implementing purely parallel development
phases is to use test benches networked in real-time
coupled with real-time capable simulations to consider
and verify system interactions on the overall vehicle level
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The combustion engine (ICE) and the electric machine
(EM) are installed as real components on the test benches.
Another real component is the battery module, whose
properties are scaled to a high voltage (HV) traction battery
using co-simulation. All other vehicle components, such as
the dual-clutch transmission or the low-voltage consumers

as early as possible. An interdisciplinary research project
has been launched to introduce a methodology for developing powertrains using real-time networked component
test benches. This project aimed to set new trends in

TICE,set

TICE
nICE

nICE,set
Virtual shaft

nEM,set

TEM
nEM

TEM,set

iDC

VBatt

Virtual power line

SOC
SOH
Pmax

Vehicle simulation, Environmental simulation, Driver model

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of the signal exchange between the component test benches for coupling or interaction with the modeled system components of the co-simulation
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The simulated dual-clutch transmission plays a central role
in the implementation of the virtual shaft. In this context,
the term "virtual shaft" means that a shaft that is physically
located between two inertias (ICE and EM) is separated
and substituted by a signal exchange.
The scalable virtual HV line is implemented in the DC/DC
converter model, which is executed with a cycle time of
50 µs. At first, the voltage measured at the battery module
is virtually scaled to the HV traction battery, which then
serves as an input variable for the DC/DC converter model.
Depending on the virtual traction battery's voltage, the DC/
DC converter acts as a step-up or step-down converter to
maintain a constant voltage level in the vehicle's electrical
system.

When implementing the virtual shaft, it must be made as
mechanically rigid as possible. This is necessary so that
when the virtual clutch K0 is closed there is no difference
in speed between the internal combustion engine and the
electric machine.
The evaluation of the virtual HV line is based on the comparison of the transmitted electrical power. Here, the electrical
power absorbed by the drive converter on the EM test
bench is compared with the electrical power delivered to
the virtual traction battery, taking into account the virtual
DC/DC converter's losses. The target is to achieve an
invariant power output and input.

battery system test bench is almost instantaneous. This
behavior is mainly due to the fast step size of the models
of no more than 1 ms and the fast current setting times
of 250 µs of the DC sources/sinks on the battery system
test bench. Therefore, the virtual HV line's implementation
is suitable for analyzing the optimal system architecture,
the operation strategy and the interaction between battery
and EM under consideration of nonlinear effects.
With the virtual HV line setup, battery cells of different cell

chemistry can be produced in small quantities, virtually
scaled to a traction battery and tested in the overall system with regard to the various interactions. Testing in the
low-voltage range at cell or module level and the spatial
separation of the test benches can also keep the costs
of equipping the individual test benches low, especially
regarding safety technology and the test objects even if
an individual component is damaged.
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Fig. 4: Selected signals to illustrate the coupling of
the component test benches

Figure 4.2 and 4.3 show the speeds and torques of the ICE
and EM. Figure 4.4 shows the electrical power transmitted
between the battery system test bench and the EM test
bench. In the selected sign convention, a negative power
represents a power extraction from the traction battery.
For better comparability in Figure 4.4, the electrical power
taken by the EM test bench is shown negated. The vehicle
initially operates purely electrically and switches to hybrid
operation at the point of time of 1497 seconds. When the
operating mode is changed, the ICE is started automatically.
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The ICE speed is then adjusted to that of the EM by closing
the clutch K0. At about 1500 s, the transition from sliding
friction to static friction takes place within the model of
clutch K0. After 1502 s, clutch K0 is closed and transmits
the torque exclusively via static friction. From this point on,
the EM and the ICE speeds run almost synchronously on the
two-component test benches. Steep speed gradients during
the shifting processes of the transmission are adjusted
synchronously on both test benches. The synchronization
of the electrical power between the EM test bench and the
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FOR2687 – TP6: Experimental
Investigation and Development of
Reduced Models on the Influence
of Cyclic Variations on Knocking
Combustion
Knocking combustion is a major limiting factor for further
increases in efficiency in gasoline engines. This phenomenon therefore remains the subject of current research
work and a comprehensive, fundamental understanding
is indispensable for tapping further potential.
The auto-ignition processes in end gas areas are often located in the immediate vicinity of the combustion chamber
wall and are therefore not directly influenced by the primary
flame front. Studies have shown that locally increased mixture temperatures by even a few Kelvin compared to the
surrounding gas may be sufficient to cause the development
of hot spots. Additionally, low temperature kinetics in the
range of 800-900K are decisive for the self-ignition behavior
and differences in anti-knock properties of different fuels
can be attributed to that.

In the recent past, various measures have been investigated
in research studies, with which the knock limit can be extended to higher loads. These include water injection and
also the use of cooled, external exhaust gas recirculation
(EGR) at full load. In addition, numerical models have also
been successively further developed, which allow a more
precise prediction of the knock limit in engine process calculations. Nevertheless, research projects that investigate
the influence of the characteristic cycle-to-cycle variations
on the knock limit in detail are still little documented in
literature.
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Research Approach
To determine local differences in pressure in the combustion
chamber and localize weak knock events, a novel optical
measurement system is being developed. State of the art
knock localization systems mainly use fiber-optical spark
plugs (FOSP) and photomultiplier arrays to localize knock
events. Due to the turbulent flame structures occupying the
combustion chamber during later stages of combustion
and therefore interfering with the optical measurement, low
intensity knock events are very hard to detect. Furthermore,
FOSP are highly expensive, very delicate and often in a
different heat range than non-optical spark plugs. This
influences early flame propagation which in turn affects
knock intensity and location.
Due to these limitations a new fiber-optical insert (FOI) is
being developed together with the Chair for Technology
of Optical Systems TOS at RWTH, which will be inserted

through the pressure indication bores in the cylinder head
of the used SCRE. Redundant coverage of the complete
end gas region with a high number of optical channels in
combination with a newly developed detection algorithm
based on machine learning will lower the detection limit
of conventional FOSP and enable the investigation of the
aforementioned influences of cyclic variations on weak
knock events.
Currently, the first FOI prototype is in production and due
to be tested on the test bench later this year. Thermodynamic evaluation of the behavior of different fuels in the
SCRE is being conducted as this report is written and will
be used to predetermine both boundary conditions for
numerical investigations as well as help plan and optimize
the larger optical measurement campaign planned for the
beginning of next year.
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Project Goals
There are four main goals for VKAs part in this project.
The first goal is the experimental analysis of the relationship between cyclic variations and knocking combustion
processes. A combination of novel measurement techniques allows a directional determination of the knocking
events in the combustion chamber while the incidence of
self-ignition is correlated with the combustion process.
Furthermore, the generated measurement data provides
valuable validation data for the high-resolution numerical
simulations performed in TP7 by our colleagues from TU
Darmstadt, so that a jointly performed single cycle based
backward analysis of the influence of cyclic variations along
the engines multiscale chain of effects is made possible.
The second goal is to investigate and describe the influence
of different fuels on the manifestation of cyclic variations

reproducible flow to the spark plug area is essential for
early flame propagation and therefore has direct influence
on self-ignition. In order to demonstrate this correlation
between the local mixture around the spark plug, flame
propagation and self-ignition in relation to the influencing
parameters, various optical measurement techniques will
be used on a non-fired transparent test engine.

and on the resulting development of the first self-ignitions.
Here the combustion processes of standard RON95E10,
pure Isooctane and two different four-component surrogate
fuels are analyzed and evaluated in comparison. A special
focus lies on the fuel sensitivity and its effect on the onset
of early knock events.
The third goal is the derivation of suitable correlations to
extend existing models in 0D/1D motor process calculation.
Based on both the statistical and single cycle experimental
data, knowledge about local cyclic variations in the form of
intensity and direction within the combustion chamber will
be used to validate and improve existing models.
The fourth goal is to gain an understanding of the flow
and mixture conditions in the area near the spark plug for
homogeneous operation with direct injection. A stable and
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eMSI – Interference Noise in the
Vehicle Compartment with
Electrified Drives
The perceived quality impression of a vehicle´s acoustic is
an important factor for the decision to buy. This aspect is
gaining particular importance in the current market launch
of electric and hybrid vehicles. The elimination of the combustion engine as an acoustically masking component
means that tire/road, wind and auxiliary unit noises become
more dominant even at low speed. The aim of the project
is to break down the internal noise of electric and hybrid

vehicle measurements into individually perceptible noise
components, which are then characterized so that in future
automatically separated interior sound parts can automatically assigned to the drivetrain components responsible.
Additionally the comfort of the sound parts are quantified
based on customer expectations and using psychoacoustic
parameters to develop target sound guidelines.

Vehicle Measurements
For the initial generation of a database seven electric vehicles and four hybrid vehicles were measured. Microphones
and acceleration sensors were used to determine airborne
and structure borne noise in the vehicle interior as well as in
the engine compartment. Additionally sensors near the tires

were attached to gain data for later separation of tire and
wind noise by means of Operational Transfer Path Analysis
(OTPA). Road measurements were performed including
driving maneuvers such as constant drive, acceleration
with different loads, coast down, Tip-In and idle.

Typical machine orders due to the machine’s geometry with
in this case six pole pairs and 72 stator slots are the 72th
and the 144th order, as marked in the middle diagram.
Another dominant machine order is the 25th, which is due
to the dynamic eccentricity of rotor and stator leading to
radial as well as tangential forces on the machine. All these
dominant machine orders in the nearfield of the machine
are also audible in the vehicle interior and can as well be
seen as structural vibration on the seat rail. Additionally
exaggerations due to structural machine modes can be
detected in the left diagram. The right order spectrogram
shows the occurring orders based on the first inverter
switching frequency, in this vehicle’s case at 8 kHz. The
inverter is fed with a three phase alternating current. The
curve shape of such current is symmetric to the time axis.
Higher harmonics of odd degrees are as well symmetric

whereas harmonics of even degrees are not symmetric to
the time axis and can therefore not occur at this fundamental switching frequency. Therefore inverter harmonics
at a multiple of the odd harmonics and the number of pole
pairs occur. Here the harmonics ±1*6, ±3*6 and ±5*6 as
highlighted in the right diagram are dominant.
Moreover tonal orders of the tire, fan and gear can be
identified as audible in the vehicle interior. The detectable
orders for the components are similar for each measured
vehicle depending their individual geometrical configurations. Drivetrain noise in the interior is audible independent
of the mounting position of the machine. There could not
be detected a significant difference in the interior sound
pressure level between vehicles driven by permanent
synchronous machines or asynchronous machines.

Sound Separation
In order to separate the interior sound in its emitting components several methods are used. For the tonal components
of electric machine, inverter, gear, fan and tire a spectrogram of the interior sound is the base for the separation.
After being locally normalized an image filter is applied to

highlight the tonal components which is necessary due
to the low signal to noise ratio characteristic for vehicles
with electrified drives. With methods of binarization and
programmed image processing tools continuous orders
can be detected (Figure 2).

Identification of Characteristic
Sound Parts
Within the measurements characteristic sound parts of the
components of the electric drivetrain could be determined
in the nearfield of each components as well as in the vehicle interior. In Figure 1 a Campbell diagram is shown of
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a microphone near the drivetrain of an electric vehicle. On
this basis order spectrograms of each the electric machine
and the inverter can be calculated.

Fig. 1: Campbell diagramm (left) of microphone near drivetrain, Order Spectogram of
engine (middle) and inverter (right) with marked charcteristic orders

Fig. 2: Image processing procedure

For the wind and tire induced noise shares of the total
interior sound OTPA method is used to separate those
from the measurement data. The result of the interior

sound separation are several databases with separated
sound parts allocated to their emitting components, see
overview in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Schematic overview of separation process
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Investigation of Bio-Hybrid Fuels
for Molecularly Controlled
Combustion Systems

Summary and Outlook
So far in this project an extensive measurement campaign with eleven
vehicles has been conducted. The measurement data was analyzed and
characteristic sound parts of emitting components were determined concluding in the separation of the single parts from the interior sound. Based
on the separated sound parts characteristics for each emitting component
will be determined. By means of machine learning procedures an automated
allocation to identify the emitting components for each sound part will be
implemented. This classification will be rated. With this the overall goal
of the project to identify disturbing interior sound parts and automatically
determinate the emitting component can be fulfilled.

Research Outline
In their second year, the six FSC projects located at the
Institute for Combustion Engines (VKA) made fundamental
progress in their specific research topics. The two projects
dealing with the development and the understanding of the
so-called “Molecularly Controlled Combustion (MCC) Concepts” showed test results from dedicated single cylinder
research engines, which help to assess the basic behavior
of the combustion process. For the project performing
optical investigations, the test facility was developed and
the first test phase was prepared. An initial test phase on
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a single cylinder engine using gas-sampling valves was
performed within the FSC project, which deals with the
interaction between combustion and combustion chamber
wall. Within the exhaust aftertreatment project, investigations of a microwave-assisted catalysis for exhaust gas
aftertreatment were carried out. The project in cooperation
with the Chair of Process Systems Engineering (AVT.SVT)
expanded the screening of new bio-hybrid fuel candidates
and the investigation of their ignition behavior.

Investigation of Molecularly Controlled
Combustion Concepts on Single Cylinder
Research Engines
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High-Tumble Combustion Concept
Within the FSC project “Molecularly Controlled High Tumble
Combustion Concept”, different pre-chamber concepts
were investigated. Based on the knowledge from previous
research projects dealing with pre-chamber combustion,

three new six-hole pre-chambers were designed. The
three designs differ from each other in the location of the
pre-chamber orifices (see offset in Figure 1).
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Fig. 1: Pre-chamber designs and dimensions
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The new six-hole pre-chambers were investigated on a
single cylinder research engine. The thermodynamic results
were compared to those with a four-hole pre-chamber
configuration, which was developed in the EAGLE project
and tested in the same test phase as the six-hole ones.

A comparison of the four pre-chamber configurations with
a conventional combustion concept equipped with both
lateral direct injection and spark ignition (SI) and fueled
with ethanol shows the different behavior of the indicated
efficiency over the excess air ratio (see Figure 2).

The behavior of the methanol-fueled investigations in Figure
3 is similar as described above, where the ethanol-fueled
ignition concepts of both pre-chamber and spark plug
are compared.
The methanol-fueled pre-chamber achieves a higher maximum excess air ratio compared to that of the ethanol-fueled
pre-chamber. This can be addressed to the better ignitability and the wider ignition range of methanol compared
to ethanol. Moreover, the methanol-fueled pre-chamber
combustion achieves higher indicated efficiencies than
the ethanol-fueled combustion at comparable excess air
ratios. Here, two major fuel properties influence the fuel’s

behavior. First, the higher enthalpy of vaporization of methanol compared to that of ethanol leads to decreased wall
heat losses. Second, the higher laminar burning velocity of
methanol compared to that of ethanol results in a reduced
burn duration and thus an increase in efficiency.
Both the different pre-chamber configurations and the
two alternative fuels were experimentally investigated. In
a next step, numerical investigations will be performed to
gain detailed knowledge of the combustion processes.
Moreover, the investigations will be extended to additional
alternative fuel candidates.

High-Swirl Combustion Concept

Fig. 2: Thermodynamic results of pre-chamber and spark ignition combustion.

The point where 50 % mass fraction is burned (MFB50)
was constant at MFB50 = 7.5° CA aTDC for all configurations. Up to an excess air ratio of  = 1.6, the conventional spark ignition combustion concept shows a higher
indicated efficiency compared to those of the pre-chamber
combustion concepts. Since the pre-chamber combustion
achieves shorter burn durations and consequently lower HC
emissions due to reduced wall quenching than the spark
ignition combustion, the efficiency benefit of the spark
ignition combustion can be attributed to reduced wall heat
losses. However, at excess air ratios higher than  = 1.6 the

indicated efficiencies of the pre-chamber configurations are
higher than that of the spark ignition configuration. This can
be explained by the higher combustion stability compared
to the spark ignition combustion, which leads to reduced
misfiring and thus lower HC emissions.
A comparison of a methanol-fueled spark ignition configuration with two pre-chamber configurations fueled
with ethanol and methanol, respectively, shows the fuel
influence on the indicated efficiency over the excess air
ratio (see Figure 3).

Within the FSC project “Molecularly Controlled High Swirl
Combustion Concept”, the evaluation of the basic combustion system was the main goal. In this way, tests with
different engine hardware, fuels, and operating strategies
were performed.
To this end, a single-step increase of the compression
ratio from CR = 15 to CR = 19 was assessed. Moreover,
different combustion systems ranging from a single-fuel
compression ignition (CI) to a two-fuel molecularly con-

trolled combustion (MCC) were investigated. Here, 1-octanol was used for CI and hexyl acetate as well as ethanol
for MCC. While ethanol was injected at 62° CA bTDC and
prail,GDI = 200 bar, the injection timing of hexyl acetate was
adjusted to achieve a constant MFB50 = 7,5° CA aTDC
at an injection pressure of prail,DI = 700 bar.
The higher indicated efficiency of MCC compared to that
of CI among a variation of the exhaust gas recirculation
(EGR) rate is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: Thermodynamic results of 1-octanol CI and hexyl acetate-ethanol MCC.

Fig. 3: Thermodynamic results of ethanol and methanol combustion.
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The possible EGR rate was limited by combustion stability
of the indicated mean effective pressure exceeding the limit
of COVIMEP = 3 % for hexyl acetate-MCC and CO-emissions
exceeding 20000 ppm for 1-octanol CI, defining the minimum achievable NOx-emissions. For both the MCC system
and the CI combustion a decreasing EGR rate leads to
increasing indicated specific NOX (ISNOX) emissions.
The molecularly controlled combustion of hexyl acetate
and ethanol leads to higher indicated efficiencies than the
CI combustion. The efficiency benefit can be attributed to

both the higher CR and a reduced burn duration of MCC
compared to CI. Soot emissions of MCC remain at the
detection limit of the filter paper method independent of
NOX-level, while CI-NOX levels are limited by soot if operated at CR=19.
In a next step, new alternative fuel candidates will be investigated in the MCC system. To this end, a further reduction
of the burn duration is the main goal. Moreover, numerical
investigations will be performed to understand the combustion processes in detail.
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Evaluation of Fuel Characteristics in
Dedicated Experiments
Three FSC projects located at VKA deal with the investigation of fuel characteristics in dedicated experiments on test
facilities, which generate additional information to the single
cylinder tests. The project “Flame- and spray-wall interactions
influence on unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide
emissions” has procured gas sampling valves to measure
emissions directly at the combustion chamber wall. After
preparing an access to the combustion chamber through
a cylinder head, a first test phase was performed to prove
the general behavior of the measurement technic. The gas
sampling valves were able to sample cycle-specific gas from
the combustion chamber at 50° CA aTDC. Further tests aim
to improve the measuring procedure and to investigate new
fuel candidates.
Within the project “Fundamental optical investigation of
molecularly controlled combustion”, a rapid-compression
machine (RCM) was prepared to investigate an optically
accessible pre-chamber. In this way, a new RCM head

was designed. The RCM head is capable to install optical
measurement technics to investigate the inner and outer
pre-chamber phenomena by the use of endoscopes. The first
test phase is planned and will give insights in the behavior of
different alternative fuels in interaction with a pre-chamber.
Together with the Chair of Process Systems Engineering
(AVT.SVT), VKA works on the FSC project “Fuel Design Characteristic Fuel Numbers”. The goal is to investigate the
fundamental behavior of alternative fuel candidates and to
create simulative prediction methods for characteristic fuel
numbers. In this way, VKA performs measurements on an
advanced fuel ignition delay analysis (AFIDA) test bench. In
particular, ignition delay times of new fuel candidates like
4-butyl-1,3-dioxolan were investigated. Further molecules
like 4-ethyl-1,3-dioxolan and 1,2-butandiol will be tested
in a next step. The measuring results were shared with the
project partner from AVT.SVT to improve and extend the
existing simulation pathways.

Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment
Within the FSC project “Design of a highly efficient exhaust
aftertreatment system for lean burn engines with advanced
low temperature performance”, in cooperation with the
Chair of Inorganic Chemistry and Electrochemistry of the
"Institute of Inorganic Chemistry" (IAC) of the RWTH, first
investigations of a microwave-assisted catalysis for exhaust
gas aftertreatment were carried out. The aim of the research
was to use microwave radiation to achieve a faster heat-up
behavior and thus to optimize the cold start behavior. For

a first feasibility study, the laboratory gas test bench (LGB)
had to be modified. A modified domestic microwave oven
was used as microwave source. In order to investigate
the distribution of the microwaves within the device and
to locate possible hotspots, the intensity maxima were
determined in prior use with thermal paper. During the
subsequent installation of the specially manufactured glass
reactor, care was taken to ensure that the catalyst sample
was located in one of the localized hotspots (Figure 5).

A perovskite type provided by the IAC was tested on the
shown setup with respect to its microwave absorption and
catalytic properties. It could be shown that in the used
test setup at a gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 60000
1/h a power of 90 W was sufficient to heat the catalyst
sample under 7 seconds to a temperature at which a CO

conversion of about 90 % could be observed. At the same
space velocity, an increase in power showed only a small
increase in CO conversion. At a GHSV of 100000 1/h a
strong decrease of CO-conversion was shown. Even at an
output of 650 W only a CO-conversion of 36 % could be
achieved (Figure 6).

Fig. 6: CO conversion for two different space velocities (GHSV: 60000 1/h and
100000 1/h) with variations of power

The results show that microwave-assisted catalysis can be
a suitable tool to eliminate and reduce cold start emissions.
In the future, an improved test setup and the targeted

production of suitable catalyst materials should lead to
improved catalyst performance.

Conclusion and Outlook
In their second year, the FSC projects performed fundamental investigations to evaluate the basic research subjects.
Moreover, procurements of both dedicated test hardware
and new fuel candidates were prepared to get deeper in-

sights into the phenomena behind the advanced combustion
concepts. In the next year, all six projects will perform test
phases and distribute the findings to all FSC members.

Fig. 5: Schematic feasibility test setup for microwave-assisted catalysis at LGB.
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New Research Highlights
GNOSIS - Holistic Evaluation of Electric Flying
Funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs
and Energy (BMWi), the 13 project partners investigate the
(partial) electrification of aviation. The usage of electrical
components is seen as a possibility to reduce operating
costs as well as greenhouse gas, nitrogen oxide as well
as noise emissions. This holds true for the hybridization
of current aircraft models, but is also a chance to develop
new mobility options, for example the operation of urban
and regional air taxis. Current state of research shows that
an electrification of aviation is not practical by default. In
fact, any new concept needs to be proven individually for
variations of system architecture and aircraft configuration.
However, GNOSIS operates under the hypothesis that the
introduction of a new technology, especially a (partial) electrification, will reveal new optima which can hold up against
the local optimum of the classical system architecture in
an overall evaluation. A holistic analysis of the potentials

of electric flight has not been undertaken yet. This is exactly what is done within the GNOSIS project. Following a
well-structured technology selection, an in-depth analysis
on aircraft vehicle as well as transportation system level is
carried out. The evaluation will consider two assessment
horizons (2025 and 2050) and at first considers an aircraft
with 19 seats while later in the projects also 9 and 50 seat
configurations are evaluated. The results will be integrated
into a life-cycle assessment.

Methanolstandard - Investigation of the
Technical Basis for the Standardization of
Methanol Fuels in Europe
At the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference a
reduction in CO2 emissions of 38 % by 2030 and 90 % by
2050 was agreed upon. To achieve this, CO2-neutral fuels
need to be used in the transport sector. Power-to-Gas or
Power-to-Liquid concepts can provide regenerative fuels. In
mobile applications, liquid fuels have the advantage of high
energy density and easier storage. Methanol is one promising
fuel, partially due to the high readiness level of the production
process (TRL 9). Therefore, the CO2 reduction potential of
methanol fuel, even medium term, can be assessed as high.
The aim of this research project is to provide a basis for the
standardization of suitable methanol fuels in Europe. Germany
should serve a model and provide a standard which can then
be extended to all of Europe. This should pave the way for
the certification and market introduction of methanol fuels. To
achieve this, the production of methanol using regenerative
paths, methanol handling and the methanol infrastructure
will be analyzed and potential for optimization will be identified. The interaction between methanol and existing vehicle
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components, aging behavior and the influence of additives
on material compatibility and aging will also be investigated. Furthermore, methanol use in spark ignition engines as
drop-in fuel (M15) and in specially designed engines (M100)
will be investigated. The Institute for combustion engines
(VKA) will conduct experimental investigation into the cold
start behavior, the efficiency potential and the influence of
additives on combustion and emissions.

Carbon2Chem
Carbon2Chem® is an initiative that started in 2016 under the
direction of thyssenkrupp. Numerous industrial companies,
together with Max Planck and the Fraunhofer Society as well
as universities are working together with the aim of producing
valuable primary products for fuels, the plastics industry or
fertilizers from carbon dioxide, an unavoidable by-product of
steel production. The first phase of the project that ended
in May 2020 focused on the development of sustainable
processes with the emphasis on technical feasibility and economic efficiency. In the upcoming second phase the aim is the
validation of the developed processes for industrial standards.
This should ultimately lead to low-emission steel production.
For this purpose, both ITMC and VKA are investigating the
influence of the developed fuels on the efficiency and pollutant
emissions when used in combustion engines. However, the
successes from the first phase first have to be summarized to
get a better overall picture. To do so, there has already been
a special issue of the journal "Chemie Ingenieur Technik" on

Carbon2Chem® – guest edited by Prof. Robert Schlögl – as
well as the 3rd Carbon2Chem® conference within the series
“Sustainable Chemical Conversion in Industry”, taking place
October 27-28, 2020.

Zero Impact Emission
The aim of this research project is the identification of
possible Zero-Impact tailpipe emission powertrains for a
small gasoline passenger car and a diesel light duty vehicle
in real world driving conditions under consideration of a
2030+ legislative vehicle and air pollutant scenario. Initially, a
legislation scenario for vehicle and air quality boundaries in
2030+, an inner-city pollution trend and a future alternative
fuel scenario are developed. Based on this, the specific
definition of the term “Zero-Impact Emission” is identified.
Using the legislative emission scenario and the virtual VKA
vehicle concept layout approach, representative powertrains
for the diesel and gasoline powertrain are developed as a
reference for 2030+. Future technologies are considered
by analyzing prototypes on a component test bench and
virtually integrating them into the vehicle simulations. Based
on existing post EU6 demonstrator vehicles at VKA, the
vehicle simulations can be partially validated in selected measurements. To develop the Zero-Impact Emission
powertrains, a Top-Down approach is chosen. First, the

Zero-Impact Emission definition and worst case scenarios
from the initial analysis are transferred to technologically neutral
top level requirements for a powertrain. Next, the powertrains
are designed by using the same virtual vehicle concept layout approach as for the reference vehicles in 2030+. Finally,
based on an existing hardware demonstrator platform at VKA,
a representative validation case is identified and conducted
on a roller chassis dyno test bench as a proof of concept. By
evaluating the differences between the reference and zero
impact emission vehicle layouts, the individual emission and
efficiency impact of the technology components is identified.
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PEM-FC Cold Start Simulation
The aim of this research project is to develop a modular,
real-time capable simulation model of PEM fuel cell systems
for cold start investigations. The model will be based on the
existing model, which was developed in a previous FVV project and will now be extended for cold start investigations.
Special attention will be paid to the spatially resolved model of
the fuel cell stack, which will be improved to take into account
the liquid water in the channel and web structure of the flow
field. A solver algorithm based on artificial intelligence will be
developed for this model to ensure real-time capability. The
simulation model of the fuel cell stack is supplemented by detailed multi-dimensional CFD simulations. The CFD model is
indispensable for the investigation of water distribution within
the cell layers, which is of particular interest for cold starts,
and for phase change phenomena such as condensation and
evaporation. The phenomena and distributions thus identified
are used to verify the stack model. To validate the simulation

results of both models, measurements on segmented test
cells are performed in a cold start test rig. The most critical
component with regard to the cold start is the membrane
humidifier. Therefore, the model of the membrane humidifier
will be extended from the system model so that it can also
be used for the simulation of cold temperatures. Due to the
lack of available data for verification, simple CFD simulations
of the membrane humidifier are performed and the results
are used for validation. Thus, the project will develop a highly
detailed fuel cell system model that is capable of simulating
the transient behavior of fuel cell systems during cold starts.

LONGRUN - Development of Efficient and
Environmentally Friendly LONG Distance
Powertrain for Heavy Duty Trucks and Coaches
In the heavy-duty long haulage transport sector, the reduction
of real driving emissions, fuel consumption and its related CO2
emissions are the main societal challenge. The LONGRUN
project will contribute to lower the impacts by developing
different engines, drivelines and demonstrator vehicles with
over 10 % energy savings (Tank to Wheel) and related CO2
reduction, 30 % lower exhaust emission and 50 % peak
thermal efficiency. A second major achievement will be the
multiscale simulation framework to support the design and
development of efficient powertrains, including hybrids for
both long haulage trucks and coaches. All developments,
innovations and implementations will be assessed by 22
use cases reflecting all major topics for improvements to
contribute to the overall project objectives. The LONGRUN
consortium represents a unique mix of industry-leading
expertise and knowledge. The consortium consists of 30
partners from 13 countries and includes world key players in
the heavy-duty powertrain and vehicle manufacturing sectors.
These constitute the industrial core of the LONGRUN project.
Profound experience in all aspects of the research is provided by major European research centers and universities.
The consortium has access to and owns experimental and
simulation facilities for testing and validation. The LONGRUN
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OEMs will develop eight demonstrators in total (three engines,
one hybrid driveline, two long-distance coaches and three
long haulage trucks); within them technical sub-systems and
components will be demonstrated, including electro-hybrid
drives, optimized ICEs and after-treatment systems for alternative and renewable fuels, electric motors, smart auxiliaries,
on-board energy recuperation and storage devices as well as
power electronics. They will include concepts for connected
and digitalized fleet management, predictive maintenance
and operation in relation to electrification where appropriate,
in order to maximize the emissions reduction potential. Altogether, these project outcomes will accelerate the transition
from fossil-based fuels to alternative and renewable fuels and
to a strong reduction of fossil-based CO2 and air pollutant
emissions in Europe.
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Converge Science Inc.

3/31/20
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Co-Author

Title

Conference

Organizer

Date

Granrath, C.,
Andert, J.

Orth, P.,
Ewald, J.

Model Based Systems Engineering for Standardized
Simulation Frameworks: Case Study Development of
Electrical Vehicles

41. Internationales Wiener Motorensymposium = 41st
International Vienna Motor Symposium
"Virtueller Kongress"
S. 426-441
ISBN: 978-3-18-381312-4

ÖVK

4/22/20

Sauer, A.,
Lenz, M.

Stapelbroek, M.,
Speckens, F.-W., Ogrzewalla, J.

High-Performance Battery for Premium Class Hybrid
Vehicles

41. Internationales Wiener Motorensymposium = 41st
International Vienna Motor Symposium
"Virtueller Kongress"
S. 350-367
ISBN: 978-3-18-381312-4

ÖVK

4/22/20

Aubeck, F.,
Pischinger, S.

van der Put, D., Heuser, P.,
Ehrly, M., Schaub, J.,
Schönen, M., Sammito, G.,
Bi, L., Lindemann, B.,
Lüdiger, T., Müther, M.,
Walters, M., Virnich, L.

Efficient commercial powertrains – How to achieve a
30% GHG reduction in 2030

41. Internationales Wiener Motorensymposium =
41st International Vienna Motor Symposium
"Virtueller Kongress"
S. 291-321
ISBN: 978-3-18-381312-4

ÖVK

4/22/20

Aubeck, F.,
Pischinger, S.

Murgovski, N.,
Kumar, V.

Performance Comparsion of Real-Time Solver Implementations for Powertrain Nonlinear Energy Management Optimization with MPC
pp. 483-490
(DOI):10.23919/ECC51009.2020.9143843
Electronic ISBN: 978-3-90714-402-2
Print on Demand(PoD) ISBN: 978-1-7281-8813-3

2020 European Control Conference (ECC)
(Online)

IFAC

5/12/20

Granrath, C.,
Andert, J.

Deppe, M., Ewald, J. (KV),
Schnorbus, T.,
Hadj-Amor, H.

HIFI-Elements: An Interface Model Standard and
Workflow for High Fidelity Electric Vehicle Modelling
and Testing. In: Proceedings of TRA2020, the 8th
Transport Research Arena: Rethinking transport - towards clean and inclusive mobility,

TRA 2020 – 8th Transport Research Arena
(Die physische Konferenzveranstaltung wurde abgesagt. Das Paper ist online veröffentlich).
ISBN: 978-952-311-

TRA

5/28/20

Sterlepper, S.,
Claßen, J.,
Pischinger, S.,
Görgen, M.

Cox, J.,
Nijs, M.,
Scharf, J.

Relevance of exhaust aftertreatment system degradation for EU7 gasoline engine applications

WCX SAE World Congress Experience, Online
[WCX Digital Summit]
SAE Technical Paper 2020-01-0382
DOI: https://doi.org/10.4271/2020-01-0382
ISSN: 0148-7191
e-ISSN:2688-3627

SAE

6/16/20

Etzold, K.,
Fahrbach, T.,
Scheer, R.,
Guse, D.,
Andert, J.

Zhou, S.,
Goldbeck, R.,
Frie, F.,
Sauer, D. U.,
De Doncker, R. W.

Hardware-in-the-loop testing of electric traction
drives with an efficiency optimized DC-DC
converter control
SAE Technical Paper 2020-01-0462
https://doi.org/10.4271/2020-01-0462
ISSN: 0148-7191
e-ISSN: 2688-3627

WCX SAE World Congress Experience
[WCX Digital Summit] : [June 16-18, 2020 & on-demand]

SAE

6/16/20

Objectified Evaluation and Classification of Passenger Vehicles Longitudinal Drivability Capabilities
in Automated Load Change Drive Maneuvers at
Engine-in-the-Loop Test Benches

WCX SAE World Congress Experience
[WCX Digital Summit]
SAE Technical Paper 2020-01-0245
DOI: https://doi.org/10.4271/2020-01-0245

SAE

6/16/20

Tegelkamp, S.,
Guse, D.,
Heusch, C., Klein, S., Nijs, M.,
Scharf, J.
Fahrbach, T.,
Andert, J.,
Pischinger, S.
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Date

Heusch, C., Guse, D., Tegelkamp, S.,
Görgen, M.,
Dorscheidt, F.,
Nijs, M., Scharf, J.
Claßen, J.,
Fahrbach, T.,
Pischinger, S.

Analysis of Drivability Influence on Tailpipe Emissions
in Early Stages of a Vehicle Development Program
by Means of Engine-in-the-Loop Test Benches SAE
Technical

WCX SAE World Congress Experience
[WCX Digital Summit] : Paper 2020-01-0373
DOI: https://doi.org/10.4271/2020-01-0373
ISSN: 0148-7191
e-ISSN: 2688-36

SAE

6/16/20

Fischer, M.,
Schauerte, C.,
Pischinger, S.

Assessment of novel bio-hybrid fuel candidates and
analysis of ignition properties

8th International Conference 2020 – Fuel Science –
From Production to Propulsion (Online)

RWTH Aachen University

6/23/20

Molecularly-Controlled Combustion System Using a
High Reactivity Bio-Hybrid Fuel

8th International Conference 2020 – Fuel Science
– From Production to Propulsion (Online)

RWTH Aachen University

6/23/20

Requirements on Alternative Fuels in a Combustion
System with Active Pre-Chamber

8th International Conference 2020 – Fuel
Science – From Production to Propulsion
(Online)

RWTH Aachen University

6/23/20

Burkardt, P.,
Wouters, C.,
Lehrheuer, B.,
Pischinger, S.

Co-Author

Jacobs, S.,
Preußker, M.,
Heufer, K.A.

Burkardt, P.,
Wouters, C.,
Lehrheuer, B.,
Pischinger, S.
Geiger, S.,
Pischinger, S.,
Günther, M.

Keller, M., Abel, D.,
Albin, T., Kluge, K.

Setup and Control of a Two-Stage Turbocharged Gasoline Engine with Low Pressure EGR in a Prototype
Vehicle

21st IFAC World Congress 2020 (Online)

VDI/VDE

7/11/20

Picerno, M.,
Andert. J., Lee, S.-Y.

Millo, F., Schaub, J.,
Scassa, M., Ehrly, M.

Co-Simulation of Multi-Domain Engine and its Integrated Control for Transient Driving Cycles

21st IFAC World Congress 2020 (Online)

VDI/VDE

7/11/20

A Comprehensive Thermal Model For System-Level
Electric Drivetrain Simulation With Respect To Heat
Exchange Between Components

2020 19th IEEE Intersociety Conference on Thermal
and Thermomechanical Phenomena in Electronic
Systems (ITherm), (Online), pp 558-567
ISBN 9781728197647 doi:10.1109/ITherm45881.2020.9190448

IEEE

7/21/20

Birmes, G.
Chen, B., Wulff, C.,
Etzold, K., Manns, P.,
Andert, J.,
Pischinger, S.

Granrath, C.

Deppe, M.,
Hettig, C. F.

Toolchain for architecture development, modeling
and simulation of battery electric vehicles

20. Internationales Stuttgarter Symposium

fkfs

8/18/20

Soundara Rajan, R.,
Maiterth, J.

Hennings, J.

Battery Electric Vehicle – One configuration fit all markets?

EVS33 – World Electric Vehicle Symposium &
Exposition
https://zenodo.org/record/4021448#.X4w_c1wzaHv

EVS

9/9/20

Falke, F.,
Perge, J.

Stadermann, M.,
Lückmann, D., Starzmann, J.,
De Santis, R., Hemberger, D.,
Huh, J., Bamba, T.

Advanced simulation and testing methods to understand and predict wastegate dynamics for a double
scroll turbine

25. Aufladetechnische Konferenz

TU Dresden

9/17/20

Dorscheidt, F.,
Sterlepper, S.,
Claßen, J., Krysmon, S.,
Maurer, R.,
Pischinger, S.

Görgen, M.,
Nijs, M.,
Yadla, S. K.,
Abdelkader, A.

Gasoline Particulate Filter Characterization Focusing
on the Filtration Efficiency of Nanoparticulates Down
to 10 nm

Powertrains, Fuels & Lubricants Meeting
https://doi.10.4271/2020-01-2212

SAE International

9/22/20

Manns, P.

Hemkemeyer, D.,
Wulff, C.,
Schilling, S.

Investigations on the use of Peltier Elements for
Energy-Efficient Seat Climatization in Automotive
Applications

29. Aachen Colloquium Sustainable Mobility

Aachen Kolloquium GbR

10/5/20
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Co-Author
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Date

Herold, K.,
Monissen, Ch.,
Ramones, A. I.

Perlewitz, T.,
Klute, F.

Cost Optimization of E-Drives for Traction Applications

29th Aachen Colloquium for Sustainable Mobility

Aachen Kolloquium GbR

10/5/20

Maurer, R.,
Müller, J.,
Müller, A.

Balazs, A., Thewes, M.,
Schlosshauer, A., Höpke, B.,
Uhlmann, T.

Dedicated Hybrid Engine - Natural Aspirated or
Turbocharged?

29. Aachen Colloquium Sustainable Mobility 2020

Aachen Kolloquium GbR

10/5/20

Manns, P.

Wulff, C.,
Hemkemeyer, D.,
Schilling, S.

Investigations on the use of Peltier Elements for
Energy-Efficient Seat Climatization in Auto-motive
Applications

7th MobilEM Colloquium

VKA Aachen

10/27/20

Güdden, A.,
Lehrheuer, B.,
Pischinger, S.

Graziano, B.,
Heuser, B.,
Geiger, J.

C3-Mobility - Erziehlung höchster motorischer
Wirkungsgrade mit dem CO2-neutralen Kraftstoff
Methanol

Statuskonferenz BEniVer

Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und
Raumfahrt (DLR)

11/3/20

Wouters, C.,
Lehrheuer, B.,
Pischinger, S.

Kolbeck, M.,
Rausch, B.,
Menger, L.

Methanol-to-Gasoline – Untersuchungen zum motorischen Verhalten

Statuskonferenz Energiewende im Verkehr

Forschungsnetzwerke Energie (Gefördert d. BMWi)

11/3/20

Hosseininasab, M.

Wan, Z.,
Bender, T.,
Vagnoni, G.

State-of-charge Estimation of Lithium-ion Battery
Based on a Com-bined Mehtod of Neural Network
and Unscented Kalmar filter

IEEE Vehicle Power and Propulsion Conference

IEEE

11/18/20
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29th Aachen Colloquium
Sustainable Mobility 2020
October 5th to 7th, 2020

New focus and new format - the 29th Aachen Colloquium Sustainable Mobility 2020,
as a digital event from October 5th to 7th, 2020, provided forward-looking insights into
research and development in the automotive industry for a sustainable mobility.

One of the major challenges of our time is to ensure that
tomorrow's mobility is efficient, safe and environmentally
friendly. This complex task can only be mastered if international
experts from a wide range of disciplines, from science and
industry, network and exchange ideas on an interdisciplinary
basis. Global cooperation is more important than ever. For
this reason, the Aachen Colloquium Sustainable Mobility from
October 5-7, 2020 - due to the worldwide pandemic, for the
first time in a digital format – brought together executives
and experts from vehicle and engine technology, research
and industry to discuss future-oriented developments for
sustainable mobility. The new name of the Aachen Colloquium
Sustainable Mobility (formerly "Aachen Colloquium Automobile
and Engine Technology") reflects this changed focus. The
digital conference under direction of Professor Lutz Eckstein,
Institute for Automotive Engineering (ika), and Professor Stefan
Pischinger, Institute for Combustion Engines (VKA) of RWTH
Aachen University, offered about 800 international expert a
comprehensive program with more than 100 lectures and an

accompanying virtual exhibition.
The lecture program started with a plenary session in which
Dr. Michael Hugo Leiters, Chief Technology Officer at Ferrari
SpA, spoke on the topic "Ferrari - Emotion and Technology".
Prof. Dr. Andreas Pinkwart, Minister for Economic Affairs,
Innovation, Digitalization and Energy of the State of North
Rhine-Westphalia, gave a presentation on the future of North
Rhine-Westphalia as an automotive location. Finally, Dr. Ulrich
Lages, Chief Executive Officer of Ibeo Automotive Systems
GmbH, explained why mobility requires LiDAR sensors. In the
concluding plenary session, Prof. Dr. Dr. Udo Di Fabio, Chair
of Public Law at the Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität
Bonn, presented legal and ethical guidelines for automated
driving.
Measures to achieve the CO2 targets for 2050, such as
electrification, zero-impact emission concepts and hydrogen applications, were just as much in the focus as vehicle
automation and mobility "outside the box", for example the
development of fully automated and driverless vehicle types

for different life situations or autonomous shuttle concepts for passenger or
container transport.
In addition to the digital two-day lecture program, the Aachen Colloquium
offered participants a virtual exhibition during the conference. More than 30
well-known companies, including DENSO, Robert Bosch, Vitesco and Bosal,
and innovative start-ups presented their expertise and developments. The
exhibiting companies were available for direct contact in chats and online
meetings. Various other digital interaction offerings complemented the Aachen
Colloquium and enabled participants to expand their networks and exchange
ideas in exciting discussions.
In the future, the various topics of a sustainable mobility will continue to be
of high significance for research and industry. Thus, the 30th Aachen Colloquium is already determined: From October 4th to 6th, 2021, the Institute
for Automotive Engineering (ika) and the Institute for Combustion Engines
(VKA) of RWTH Aachen University will again invite to a lively debate between
automobile enthusiastic experts from industry and research.

2021
The 30th Aachen Colloquium
Sustainable Mobility
will take place from
October 4th - 6th, 2021.
CONTACT
Birgit Schaefer-Hamm
Phone: +49 241 80 48020
hamm@vka.rwth-aachen.de
www.aachen-colloquium.com
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7th mobilEM Colloquium
Integrated Energy Supply Modules
for Roadbound E-Mobility

8th International Conference
Fuel Science: From Production to
Propulsion

October 27th and 28th, 2020

June 23th to 25th, 2020

The Institute for Combustion Engines hosted the seventh mobilEM Colloquium in Aachen in October 2020,
which took place online this year. mobilEM is a Research
Training Group of RWTH Aachen University funded by
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG). It explores
the physical foundations of electro-chemical energy
storage for mobile propulsion and its combination with
novel fuel-operated range extender units. mobilEM Colloquium is a discussion panel for young researchers and
professionals covering the areas of electrical energy
storage, electrical drive systems, system simulation and
control, topology and thermal management as well as
range extender modules.

Marcel Dannowski and Fabian Zeyher from Dr. Ing. h.c.F.
Porsche AG talked about new ways of Thermal Management for the Electromobility of tomorrow, by presenting
the Porsche Taycan.
Flexible electric motor series for mobile applications were
shown and explained by Bernhard Burkhart from Engiro
GmbH, while Dr. Alexander Gitis from Safion GmbH
described the way how Modern Battery Management
Systems are used in Electrified Vehicles.
Finally Henning Hoff from AVL Schrick GmbH explained
the Aquarius Linear Engine which is the development of
a simple and lightweight engine concept for generator
application.

For each research area, the responsible professor gave
an overview over the current state of the art and the
fields of research. Moreover, speakers from industry
shared their perspective on current challenges in each
field. Dr. Bassam Alrifaee presented the Cyber-Physical
Mobility Lab of RWTH Aachen University. It’s described
as an “Open Source Platform for Networked and Autonomous Vehicles”.

The Institute for Combustion Engines was represented
by Markus Kohrn sharing his findings on FEM-based
investigation of the mechanical degradation of LT-PEM
fuel cell membranes, by Yingxu Liu presenting an operation-oriented degradation prediction model of PEM
fuel cell, by Sören Tinz explaining a fuel cell test bench
for water management analyses and by Timm Fahrbach
showing virtual coupling of test benches. Moreover, Professor Stefan Pischinger presented an optimization of
operating strategies in thermal management of electric
vehicles and finally Patrick Manns sharing his findings
on investigations on the use of Peltier elements for energy-efficient seat climatization in automotive applications.

The mobility sector faces the challenge to shape the future
of mobility in a climate-neutral way. From June 23 - 25,
2020, scientists from Germany and abroad presented and
discussed research results on the development of novel fuels
from regenerative energy and alternative carbon sources
during the Online 7th International Conference “Fuel Science – From Production to Propulsion”.
The Cluster of Excellence “The Fuel Science Center –
Adaptive Conversion Systems for Renewable Energy and
Carbon Sources” hosted the 3-day conference for the first
time as an online event due to the global pandemic. In
virtual meetings, experts from around the globe as well as
Cluster researchers presented their latest results in different
fields, for example the synthesis of alternative fuels from
regenerative energy and carbon, the optimization of the
combustion process and exhaust gas aftertreatment of

renewable fuels, but also the impact of renewable fuels on
environment, economy, and society. The consideration of
the value chain from the perspective of the overall system
for a comprehensive evaluation of the sustainability received
special attention.
In addition to high-level keynote lectures, the online conference program included presentations held by national and
international fuel experts as well as updates regarding the
research activities of the Cluster of Excellence “The Fuel
Science Center”. Furthermore, the conference offered a
digital poster session to discuss further research findings and
opportunities to virtually exchange with other researchers.
In 2021, the 9th International Conference “Fuel Science –
From Production to Propulsion” will take place from June
22 – 24, 2021.

Over 95 people from industry and various universities
participated in the online colloquium.
The 9th mobilEM Colloquium will take place in Aachen
in fall 2021.

CONTACT
Robin Stupp
phone: +49 241 80 27651
stupp@vka.rwth-aachen.de
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CONTACT
Dipl.-Ing. Bastian Lehrheuer
Phone: +49 241 80 95352
lehrheuer@vka.rwth-aachen.de
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Engine Technology Seminar
Seminar series throughout the whole year
Already since the winter semester 1973/1974, the Institute for Combustion Engines offers the series of events
“Engine Technology Seminar”. Experts from the automobile and engine industry hold lectures on recent issues
from engine development as well as on interdisciplinary
topics. Like this the Engine Technology Seminar especially
serves as connection between university research and
professional practice. Following the presentation, the
audience has the opportunity to discuss with the speaker
about his findings. The Engine Technology Seminar is
open for all interested visitors.

Three lecturers gave insights into their latest works.
Otmar Bitsche, Director E-Mobility at Porsche AG,
opened the 2020 seminar series with his lecture on the
“Porsche Taycan 800V Technology for High Performance
Charging and Driving”.
Afterwards, Director of Global E-Powertrain R&D Börge
Nielsen from Daimler Truck AG, explained Daimler’s way
to a CO 2-neutral fleet of utility-vehicles until 2039.
Finally, Hayatoshi Sato from Yamaha Motor CO., concluded the seminar series for 2020 with his presentation
on motorcycles in low carbon society.

In 2020, only one Engine Technology Seminar series
could take place in the winter semester in a digital format
due to Covid-19 restrictions.

All of the lectures had to take place online and each of
them had far more than 300 viewers on average. The
lecture series will continue in 2021. The program of the
Engine Technology Seminar is available online:
www.vka.rwth-aachen.de

CONTACT
Robin Stupp
phone: +49 241 80 27651
stupp@vka.rwth-aachen.de
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Christmas Celebration of the
Institute for Combustion Engines

Let's hope that next year in 2021 it will look like this again:

December 17th, 2020

This is what it looked like this year in 2020...
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Meet us on
LinkedIn and Xing
More than 338 scientific, technical and administrative employees as well as
student assistants have a lot to tell – and we would like to share it with you!
Regularly, we will show you news from the Institute for Combustion Engines (VKA)
and the Center for Mobile Propulsion (CMP) of RWTH Aachen University on
LinkedIn and XING. Join us for interesting insights and latest information.

https://de.linkedin.com/company/vka-cmp-rwth-aachen-university

http://t1p.de/vka-cmp-xing
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